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THE VOTE OF CINCINNATI.
|
We have waited with some anxiety to see '
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
how a certain Tory paper in this city would
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
make it'appear that the “Whig majority in
JAMES K. REMICH.
Cincinnati had never been less than twothousOffice nn the Main-street--opposite the Meeting-Mouse. j
{and,” and had often gone up to 2200. It has
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
i not kept its promise. Perhaps it thinks “ the
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.wU|Cn-less said soonest mended.” For its especial
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions
which
yeafW1No) benefit, and that it may not again have to rely
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year,
paper discontinued, except at the option of
< " the pub- upon the treacherous memory of its friends,
Usher, until ail arrearages are paid.
j1 we give below, the vote of Cincinnati for the
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for last twelve years, confining ourselves to con
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount tested elections.
charged for its insertion.
The political state of the vote stood thus—
1828. Jackson, 1629 ; Whig, 1457—JackMISCELLANEOUS.
)son majority, 172.
Jackson, 1494 ; Whig, 1730—Whig
A Thrilling Log-Cabin Incident.—The ': 1830.
.
Whigs of Erie, Pa. raised a Log-Cabin last, nial™ty’
1532 ; Whig, 2239—Whig
week, from which the banner of Harrison! 1832.
Io3~. Jackson,
vac.:
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SATURDAY, MAY 16, 1840.
THE OKEAT

NATIONAL CONVENTION
AT BALTIMORE.
—0 —

[From the Baltimore Patriot.]

murdered Europe may thy fame be made,
i OfGreat
People !—as the sands shall thou become !

Thy growth is swift as morn, when night must
fade—
J
The multitudinous earth shall sleep beneath
thy shade !
1

met
the eye in the van of the long line of intelli
’
gent,
enterprising and patriotic citizens which
I
composed
her delegation. Almost every one of
<
her many counties were represented, and at the
head
of the delegation we recognized its Chair
1
man, J. N. Reynolds, Esq. The eyes of the spec
ttators appeared to sparkle with new interest and
pleasure as the long line passed before them—
!“ the observed of all observers.” The cry of
<“ rescue” is in the shouts of her sons—we know
<“ she can”—we hope “ she will”—may we live
to
t write “ she has !” The motto on the armorial
banner
consisted of the words “ New York—the
1
ebbs
and flows of whose single soul are tides to
<
the
rest of mankind.”
’

J
•
Thus much, we may say, in reference to
THE GREAT WHIG CONVENTION.
what words can describe the procession to be,
Yesterday was a proud day for Baltimore not what it was. For the reality we must
—for Maryland—for the Union. It was the | give the dry details of the programme by
day on which the young Whigs of all the j which it was arranged. We can give nothStates were to meet in grand Convention.1 ing of the living spectacle—we can give
Never before was seen suc-h an assemblage c.
°r , nothing of the joy and gladness which
the people in whose persons are concentrated iI “ Spread through the multitudinous streets, fast
the sovereignty of lhe Government. In the I
NEW JERSEY.
flying
language of the President of the day—Every i “ Upon the wings of hope—
The wronged New Jersey next appeared, and
with
the
free
and
fearless
port of men, who know
mountain sent its rill—every valley its
**** “ from house to house replying
rights and dare maintain them, followed
stream—And, lo ! THE AVALANCHE “ With loud acclaim, the living shook Heaven’s ;their
1
that
banner which they have preserved in the
I
OF THE PEOPLE IS HERE !
cope,
We feel, when we take up our pen to at “ And filled the earth with echoes !”
'hands of the undismayed defender of their rights,
their worthy Governor. The State banner bore
tempt to record some of the events of the day,
We can give nothing of these, and here all the significant inscription—“ The next impres
and Reform was displayed. While engaged]
,
that
we
enter
upon
a
ti
to
which
no
pen
fail.—but we must essay to present lhe scene, sion of her broad seal wilt be respected.” A ve
Jackson, 1375; Whig, 2620-Whig
in the dedication of their cabin, the Whigs'
can dJ even partial jtiâfcé/no pencil adeJ as
, far as feeble words can do it.
ry elegant banner represented a fac simile of the
received information which led them to ap mnjtuity, 12/5.
quately
depict.
The
feeling
left
on
the
mind
At nine and a half o’clock, at the discharge seal of the State, over which were lhe words—
1836.
Van
Buren,
1802;
Whig,
2818prehend a hostile demonstration from Har
of
’
all
who
beheld
this
mighty
gathering
is
,
of cannon, the procession began lo move. “ Our State sovereignty shall not be violated.”
bor Creek, a portion ot the borough whose Whig majority, 1016.
Around it—“ The great seal of the State of New
1838. Van Buren, 1657; Whig, 2904- one of wonder at the magnificence and sub First came
citizens had ever been strong Jackson and
limity of the scene.
We hardly know
The SALUTE PARTY, drawn in an open Jersey.”—We cannot doubt but that it will make
Whig
majority,
1247.
Van Buren men. Soon afterwards a party of
where lo commence a description, or where carriage,
,
and three pieces of artillery in lhe a due impression in the fall.
1840. Whig majority, 1670.
horsemen, about forty in number, dressed in
PENNSYLVANIA.
to
leave
off.
rear
—
Next,
The vote in 1840 is the largest ever thrown
Indian costume, armed with tomahawks and
The delegation from the Key Stone State was
The day was all that could be desired—the
The CHIEF MARSHAL, JAMES O.
in
the
city.
The
majority,
it
will
be
seen,
is
scalping knives, approached the cabin !—The
immense, and presented a scene that in itself
morning before was cloudy and sultry, and to LAW, with his aids on either side of him.
would dignify lhe name of a procession. Its ap
Whigs made prompt preparations to defend larger bv 423 votes than any ever before ob wards evening rain fell foreboding as some
BAND
OF
MUSIC.
tained,
and
shows
a
net
Whig
gain
of
1842
in
proach was indicated by a large white Banner,
their banner. The scene became intensely
supposed, a disagreeable day. About twelve
The GRAND BANNER, supported by two on which was inscribed “ Key Stone State.
exciting.—The assailants rode up to the cab twelve years! “ The course of the true De at night a tremendous storm came on, and it
standard
bearers dressed in sashes and scarfs. It is coming.” Then followed the “ Philadel
in, dismounted and surrendered themselves mocracy is onward !”—Atlas.
rained with great violence. Before day-light
phia city, and county delegation” with a banner
On
it
was
written these expressive words
up as voluntary prisoners of war I
On in
Mulhigan.—Ann Arbor, the capital of the broke, the rain ceased, the clouds vanished,! “ The people are coming from plain and from mountain signifying the same, and another rich one bear
quiry they proved to be staunch Jackson
and when the sun rose, not a speck was to be
ing the arms of the State.
To join the brave band of the honest and free,
men from Harbor Creek who had taken that StaterTlected whig officers on the 6th ult. seen in the clear blue sky,which for calm beau
Another banner had on it a ship with the sen
_______ H .......
_______
mode of arraying themselves
under„ the
Har by 97 majority—a larger majority than ever ty might have rivalled the famed sky of Italy. Which grows as the stream from the leaf-sheltered tence above “ Labor is wealth ;” and below
’
fountain,
The
tomahawk
was
then
j
before
given
at
a
town
election.
Lodi
has
rison Banner ! TL_ ----As the day advanced, a fresh wind sprung up1
Spreads broad and more broad till it reaches the sea ; “ Don t give up the ship.” In the rear of the
Philadelphia members was carried a transparen
buried ; after which the siring of the latch elected whig officers, with only two excep- from the” north-west—light clouds floated No strength can restrain it, no force can retain it,
~
•
1
•
(
—
f
asl
y
eaf
Locos
had
all
lhe
officers
cy, being a full length portrait oi Gen. Harrison,
was pushed out, and the Harbor Creekers i tioris,— m
Whate’er may resist, it breaks gallantly through,
through the atmosphere, occasionally passing
I
And
borne
by
its
motion
as
a
ship
on
the
ocean
___
Scio
carried
the
whig
ticket.
encircled
by tlje words “ Honor be to him who *
were ushered into lhe cabin where they but one.
over the face of the sun, and lessening the
Speeds on his glory OLD TIPPECANOE! defends our Homes and Friends.”
On the re
pledged their support to Gen. Harrison in a Northfield, hitherto a strong-hold of^Loco- force of bis rays, which would otherwise;! The
iron arm’d soldier, the true hearted soldier,
verse it is stated that “ This transparency was
focoism, has been regenerated. Pitt, Salem, have - been intense to a degree beyond the5 The gallant
bumper of good old hard cider 1
old soldier OF TIPPEC ANOE I53 displayed in Philadelphia in 1813, by the people,
Superior, Webster, Lima, &c. &c. &c. have requirements of comfort.
Evening Journal.
Next followed the
after the defeat of Proctor by lhe gallant Harris
elected whig officers.
From daylight, till the hour of lhe moving PRESIDENT AND OFFICERS OF THE on.” A relic of a time when the people en
Recantation.—The New York Evening
masse offered honor lo lhe victorious soldier.
BALTIMORE CITY DELEGATION.
post- of the procession, Baltimore street, from one
The Dauphin County delegation exhibited an
Post, (Loco) having published the infamous ■ More Good News from Michigan.—N .
extremity to the other, and indeed along the
cript
in
lhe
Detroit
Advertiser
of
a
late
date
S
ub-Committee of Arrangements.
elegant banner, on one side of which she an
lie which was forged by some malignant
whole route, designated for lhe procession to
■ says,
sayS?—
__“« In preceding Columns,we
columns, we give glow
‘
to
sell
i
nounced her principles as “ First for Jackson j
INVITED GUESTS.
wretch, that Gen. Harrison voted
pass over, presented a spectacle beyond de
First for Harrison. Always honest—-she gave
poor white men into slavery for debt,’ mag ing records of the progress of the good cause. scription, animated and exciting. To say
A number of barouches followed, contain up Casar for Rome, and noio to the aid of Rome
in
addition,
we
are
enabled
to
add',
that
in
nanimously publishes the following recanta
that the streets were crowded is to express a ing the invited guests of the Convention, in she calls the Cincinnadus of the West.” On the
tion. We commend it to the attention of the Perrysburgh—on the old Battle Ground of literal truth. From corner to corner they the first of which we observed the Hon. other side was “ Pro Patria— Harrison and Typublishers of lhe Democrat, who have publish Fort Meigs—the Harrison ticket Inis tri presented one living mass of human beings— Daniel Webster of the U. S. Senate, and , ler.”
umphed by overwhelming majorities—three every window was alive with fair smiling fa
ed tne
the same laiseiioou.
falsehood.
1 ,\
.
his Honor Sheppard D. Leakin, Mayor of
The delegation from Fayette County convey
' ' I oledo,
, where
‘ A letter of Gen. Harrison’s has been late-! one ••*\In
too, lhe Whig
‘'‘r’ ces—from the top to lhe bottom every house the city of Baltimore.
ed a portion of its members in a complete “ Log
ly published, from which it appears that in | Mayor was elected by merely 12 majority a was crowded—sashes were removed, houses
Next to the carriages, on foot, came the Cabin,” built upon wheels and drawn by six hor
our remarks ou the subject of his attempt to few wdeks ago, we are verbally mformed that with balustrades were crowded on the roof.
Sub-Committee of Arrangements, the Harrison ses. Upon the roof, a banner was displayed, in
introduce white shivery into the Slate of’tbe Whigs have a, trnijomyo .uvei
The whole city was out—the whole country Convention, and the Central Committee, dis scribed “ Laurel Mountain Boys, from layette
County, Pennsylvania, head of the Missssippi
Ohio, we did him some unintentional injus Who can doubt such demonstrations of the was here.
tinguished by sashes and appropriate badges, Valley.
” Deer and Fox skins, Buck-horns, with
tice. The letter is dated Dec. 2d, 1821, and popular will ?”
At daylight a National Salute was fired.
expressive of their official position in the du sundry implements of husbandry, adorned the
appears to have been drawn forth by a news
Several delegations arrived during the ties of the Convention.
sides
and
roof of the cabin, and boughs of green
..... 
Illinois.—We have lhe most cheering in- morning, and were conducted to the points
paper attack upon his course in the Legisla
trees decorated the top.
The appearance of
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
We
are
glad
telligence
from
Illinois
both
through
individture relaiive to the same law. W
f 1
indicated by lhe Chief Marshal. When all
such a thing in our streets, was not a little inter
It
was
preceded
by
the
State
Banner,
with
..
....................................
I
uals
and
the
papers.
The
manifestations
of
to see that according to Gen. Harrison s ex
was ready, the discharge of cannon and the
esting to many ns a curiosity in the way of ar
»Zanah’on of the matter, neither he nor the gen- i public sentimeur are as great m Illinois as m blast of a single trumpet resounding through the motto—1 Crescitsub pondere virtus.’ The chitecture, and of novelty to all. A barrel of
delegation
was
larger
than
was
anticipated,
i “ Hard Cider” was 'placed in the rear of the cabileman who voted with him ivere m favor of Indiana or Ohio. In many counties, county the streets, announced the moving of
and admirably did the fine body of men which
meetings numbering from 1,000 to 2,500 have
belling human beings for civil debts.'
THE GRAND NATIONAL PROCESSION. represented the ‘ Granite State’ sustain their I in, and a gourd was suspended by it, and a flag
been held to express the joy. of the people at
in front announced whence it came—“ From
It is impossible to convey even lhe faintest
Fort Necessity, Washington’s first Battle
Another Rebuke.—Col. Jones, one of the the nomination of Harrison.—The people idea of the sublime spectacle presented by the distinctive appellation.
Ground.”
MASSACHUSETTS.
candidates upon the Loco Foco Electoral meet together as if urged by a common im procession as it moved through the city. All
,
Lancaster County was preceded by a banner
none
office-holders
lag behind.
The
delegation
from
the
old
Bay
State
was
Ticket in Tennessee, made a speech a few . pulse,
um--,-- but the
--------- ;
'
that
announced herself as “ The Gibraltar of the
that pen could write, all that the mouth of
_ Bdwardsvi.le
___ " 'j a there
tremendays ago, in Hardin county of that State, in j At
was lately
alike
imposing
fol
the
strength
of
its
numbers
’
Key
Stone State —Good for 4,000 majority for
iile coSree of ‘which 'l^' received' a‘rebuke ■‘Ions in-gathering accompanied by the most man could speak, all that the imagination can and the high respectability of those arrayed‘ Old Tip.” A club from Lancaster City had a
conceive
of
beauty,
grandeur
and
sublimity,
similar lo those which have recently been ad- imposing processiom-iouisttitfe Jour.
would fall short, far short, of the reality. The under its numerous and magnificent banners.•! beautiful flag bearing the words of Gen. Harriministered, under like circumstances, to di
excitement,
the joy, the enthusiasm which It comprised about a thousand delegates. It1 son to his soldieis at parting with them.
Tennessee— We have not the slightest
vers other Loco Foco calumniators.
A cor- j
DELAWARE.
every
where
prevailed, lighting up the !! was preceded by an elegant banner borne by
respondent of the Nashville Banner thus tells doubt but that we will be able to carry this countenance of every man in the procession Ij the Boston members, having a view of the ci
The delegation of tfiis gallant little State
State
by
ten
thousand.
We
look
upon
Ten

ty
of
Boston,
with
the
motto
—
'■We
are
t
the story :—Boston Atlas.
reached the city at an early hour yesterday
nessee as thoroughly Whig as we do Ken — the shouts, the applause, the cheers, from
He was speaking of Gen. Harrison’s letting tucky, and we presume none can deny that those who filled lhe side walks and crowded where we have ever been, and ever mean to bed (morning. It comprised the representatives
the enemy choose the ground for him to camp Old Kentuck still maintains and cherishes the windows—the waving of handkerchiefs On the reverse of the banner—‘ Sicul Patri- |from all lhe counties. The banner borne in
|
had on it the arms of the State ; and on
on, the night before the battle of Tippecan her principles. Gentlemen who have recent by the ladies—the responsive cry of the peo bus sit Deus Nobis. Bostonia Condita, Cwi- front
_
( the reverse the motto—“ The first to adopt—
oe, and went on to describe the ground.—He ly travelled through Tennessee, assure us, ple—the flaunting banners—the martial mu tatis Regime Donata. A. D. 1822.’
The various sections of this delegation (the last to abandon the Constitution.”
On
said he had seen one man that was in the that the Harrison fever is raging in that State, sic—the load roar, at intervals, of the deep
.
banner was the motto—“ Our coun
fight, who confirmed the statement, which he and that the better informed of the Vanites mouthed cannon—all these and more, much were distinguished with banners with appro- another
believed was correct.—James Barnet then are finding out that it is vain to oppose the more, must be described, seen in the mind’s priate devices and inscriptions. On the first (try—our rights.” The New Castle Tippeca
eve, vibrate through the frame, fill the heart, of these was the figure of ‘Fame,’ and in noe Club had its appropriate banner, as had
rose in the crowd, and said, “ Sir, if you will Old Hero.—St. Louis Bulletin.
,
the Sussex and Kent members.
before the reader can approach to any concep scribed on the reverse, ‘ Harrison and Tyler? also
look at me, you can see another man that was
This was followed by one representing ‘ The
tion
of
the
reality
;
ami
when
all
these
are
in that battle, and 1 say lhe statements you
MARYLAND.
FOREIGN NEWS.
done, if they were possible, he still has but a Book of Laws,’ and on the reverse, ‘ Honor
Our own State occupied, of course, a large
have made are not correct?’ The Colonel
| BY THE GREAT WESTERN.]
to the Majesty of Law? Two richly finished
looked bad, and said if he was not right he
Lord Auckland arrived in Calcutta on the 11th of faint and meagre impression of the scene that silk scrolls, one representing the ‘ Constitu portion of the line, and was rich in devices
wished to be. Mr. Barnet said, “ I would not February,
ri,„,.ul,ryi and
illlu was
„„ actively tengaged
„s„sv„ ...in forwarding was presented^ In no country, in no time;
and decorations. The Baltimore City Dele
----- - —. against r
’k.r.o
qqie never before in the history of man, was there tion of the United States,’ and having there gation, under the Banner of the State, with
have interrupted you, but when 1 heaid my i an(j> comp]> etii)g the preparations
China,
from
a
sentence
in
letters
of
gold
;
the
other
old General abused, my blood got warm, and ; expedition was to be ready by the Ist /ff May, and a spectacle so full of “ natural glory.” The
lhe motto, “ Religious Toleration and Public
Constitution ■w.
of Massachusetts,’ with a Liberty,” was in the van ; they also carried
I could not help it.” The Colonel went oft ! was, to
the following
andl aged veteran, whose declining years forbid
oroiu : the ‘ vuuoinutivu
... consist
wv—of
..............
* — O troops
• : : Ilhe
116 ^21st
1St ant
24 th regiments, with two regiments of native infan hii joining "the procession, locked on ; his sentence therefrom in the same letters,5, a silk
badly used up. The same James Barnet vot try from Bengal, one regiment of the line; four of na
an elegant banner representing the “ Battle
with
pictorial illustrations
of Monument.”
1“ encircled
—
wifh 'Hetmud
dlusrrn
ed the Van Buren ticket the last election. tive infantry, one regiment of artillery, and one of en feeble voice went to swell the general shout 1banner
He is a man that takes some with him when gineers from Madras ; and one regiment of the line that penetrated even to the blue vault of JGen. Harrison’s career, closing with the Pres
A portion of the Frederick City Delegation
from Cevlon, making in the whole a force of about heaven ; his band waived above his head, iidency, and bearing the words—‘ The rising occupied a well built “ Log Cabin,” drawn
lie goes.
10.000 men, which was to be ready to proceed to its
of Harrison?
destination by lhe 1st of May. That destination was whilst down bis furrowed cheek ran tears, 1 The members from Bunker Hill, with a banner by six horses ; on the side a placard was sus
[From the New York Times.]
supposed to be the island of Formosa, but it was the the overflowing of a heart full even to burst- bearing those two words only, were very numerous, pended with the words,—“ The Cabin in
GEN. HARRISON AMONG HIS NEIGH opinion of the best informed persons that lhe object of ing with joy and happiness, and gladness, of and were cheered with lhe deepest enthusiasm. Suc which this Morus Multicaulis Administration
the Governor General was rather to alarm than to all that goes to make up life’s best pleasures, ceeding
(
them was a banner with the device of a gold may winter” ; on the other “ Sweep the Au
BORS.
subdue lhe Chinese, and to bring them to a proper and these crowded, as it were, into one mo en goblet, overflowing with gold pieces ; on the re gean Stable”—for which purpose a most om
A GLORIOUS MINORITY.
sense of the value of English commerce and friendly
verse,
the
words—‘ The Golden Humbug.’ On the
The following is given on the authority of ; relations. The whole armament was to be placed un ment. The father, who brought his children next was represented a quantity of mechanics’ imple inous broom discovered itself at the chimney
to
see
the
patriots
of
the
land
—
the
mother
to
der
lhe
command
of
Lieutenant
General
Sir
R.
Ar

Edward Curtis, Esq. M. C., who stated, in a
ments of labor, and on the other side the pithy express top. On the branch of a tree on the roof of
speech at a meeting of the whigs of the 3d . buthnot, while Generals Oglander and Walker would look upon her son, one of the patriot crew ion—‘ Buchanan, beware ofedge tools? It will be re the cabin was perched a mountain eagle,
—the sister to behold the brother give vent membered that Mr. Buchanan in the course of a speech which produced an excellent effect.
Ward, that he received his information from 1 act under his orders.
The delegates from Queen Ann’s carried
The radical and aristocratic parlies in the Upper to his youthful and extravagant joy—were all some lime since, exclaimed—‘ I would that the whole
one who was himself almost a next-door
Lower Valais, in Switzerland, had come to blows, there, and all went to make up lhe spectacle. of New-England mi^ht hear my voice.’ They appear a handsome flag bearing the motto—“ When
neighbor of lhe old General, and a voter in. the 7and
to
have
heard
it,
and
Mr.
Buchanan
is
thus
honored
or 8000 men on each side have taken the field and Standing on an eminence commanding a view
with their reply. New-England, like all other sections our country calls, obey—CincinnatusP
same county.
fought near Sion. Several men were killed and
A large delegation from the Laurel Facto
Slate of Political Parlies at North Bend.— wounded on both sides. An attempt was made to set of the line of the procession in the whole extent of the Union, is not well pleased with that political
theory which would begin its practice by a reduction
In the county in which Gen. Harrison re tle differences by lhe mediation of the Bishop, but the of Baltimore street, you beheld a moving mass of the price of labor. À banner followed, with the de ry followed, with a magnificent and very
costly banner. This splendid ornament of
of human beings—a thousand banners, burn
sides, there are 235 voters, and a short result of the conference was not decided.
Il was said that a reconciliation between the King of ished by the sun, floating in the breeze—ten vice of lhe Sword and Balance, bearing the motto— the procession contains forty yards of silk ;
time since a Tippecanoe Club was organized Prussia and the Pope was about to take place.
‘ Equal Rights and Equal Justice.’ Amongst others,
there.—At the first meeting 200 voters pledg
The Belgian Ministry, who some time since offered thousand handkerchiefs waived by the fair we noticed banners with the following inscriptions— its principal picture represents the Factory
ed their names, and thirty others signed after their resignation, but who had been persuaded to re daughters of the city, gave seeming life and ‘ Glad tidings for the people? ‘ Union for the sake of village including lhe river and all the prom
Union? ‘ Success to our cause.-—The device of an
wards, having been necessarily detained from tain iheir situations, in expectation that the differences motion to the very air—a hundred thousand Arm and Hammer, with the motto—1 Strong arms and inent buildings connected with it. Its motto
them and the Chamber would be removed, faces were before you—age, manhood, youth
above was—“ Protect American Industry,” be
attending on the first evening ; thus leaving between
...
had renewed their request to withdraw, and their res and beauty filled every place where a foot stout hearts?
The Cape Cod delegation were distinguished by low the words “ Laurel Factory, Prince
but Five Van Burenites to 230 Whigs! ignation had been accepted.
This illustrious and formidable minority is A heavy fall of snow took place at Rome on the 25th hold could be got, or any portion of the pro banners "with lhe following inscriptions: 1 lhe Fish George’s County, Maryland, May 4th, 1840.”
composed of the following highly respectable ofMarch. Such an occurrence, so late in the season, cession be seen ; and you gazed on the pa eries—by this we thrive? ‘ Bounty and prosperity to On the reverse, a painting presents a screw
the Fishermen?
and lever press, under which is a figure in
individuals, viz. one postmaster, one judge, it is said, has not happened there since the year 1595. geant with renewed and increased delight-^The banner of the Anns of the State was borne in
We find nothing of any importance in relation to lhe your words failed to express what your heart
two commissioners of government works, and boundary question.—Boston Daily Advertiser.
the rear of this long line of lhe Young Whigs °f Mas tended to represent the President, and a labor
felt or your eyes beheld. Nothing was sachusetts. and it was encircled by the motto—1 J here ing man at the lever ; above is the quotation
ONE loafer 1 1 ! ! ! Of these lhe judge 'and
The Russian Expediton to Chiva.—'V he following wanting—nothing left to be desired—lhe cup is Lexington, and Concord, and Bunker Hill, and thete —“ A pressure which no honest man need re
the two commissioners are avowedly Harri- letter
]ciir[ from
i(^uj St. Petersburgh
t
Y 21st __
of ...
the
ult., __
which
will be forever?
son men in principle, and will no doubt vole | we gnc] ;ntbe Quotidienne of Saturday, put the af- ¡of human joy was full. The freemen of the lhev
The Massachusetts delegation was accompanied with gret.”
A curious affair was immediately preceded by
for him when the time comes, but they dare I fair of Chiva in a very different light from the re I land were these—the sturdy yeoman of the a remarkably fine band of music which came on with
not onenlv ioin lhe club. The Post Master is ports circulated in other quarters: “ A courier has North—the fiery son of the South—the sub them, and whose performances excited much admira• a flag announcing that “ Alleghany is coming.
not opemy join tne CIUU. i Be i
arrived to-day, bringing accounts of the taking of
—
It was a huge ball, about ten feel in diameter,
very silent and quiet, but strong hopes a e lhe fnrl oi
at fifteen leagues from stantial citizen of the East, the hardy pioneer tion.
which was rolled along by a number of the mem
RHODE ISLAND.
of
the
West,
were
all
there.
L
was
the
ejiientertained of his conversion before next fall, chiva,
------ —- - . .
■
Chiva, by Colonel Mahommed
Maliommed Bey, commander of the
This gallant little State, who came with f victory yet bers of this delegation. The ball was apparently
General
” Fesk,
r’ ’’ tome of a great nation—in itself realizing, fill- green
—The only hopeless and incorrigible case of advanced guard of General Perowski. FC
upon her brow? was well represented. Her a wooden frame, covered with linen painted in
nn
It n rl ! •
.i
T
i
I rv-» «in
n n n liOMIl t no
al
the
head
of
‘
7000
men
and
24
pieces
of
cannon,
had
I
ing
upthe
unaginings,and
may
have
been
the
lhe whole five is the loafer.
moved on with an elastic step under the folds of divers colors, and bearing a multitude of inscrip
occupied
Astrabad,
and
was to march directly through very picture which the poet drew when he sons
her State banner, representing an anchor hove, with tions, apt quotations, original stanzas, and pithy
Will Columbia county give for little Martin the country ofthe Ousbedks to join the column of Gen- ,
next fall a more glorious and triumphant mi eral Perowski. Orders have been sent from St. Peters- j described our country, our institutions and the appropriate motto---* Fast anchored to her ancient sentences, which it was impossible to collect, in
our people as a “ land beyond lhe oceans of principles?
consequence of the motion of the ball.
We
burgh lo hasten lhe taking of Chiva.
nority than this ? I say “ will she V
CONNECTICUT.
think there were other evidence?, yesterday, that
Morning Post, April Glh. j the West,” where “ freedom and truth are
A Voter of the Third Ward.
Connecticut,
too,
has
but
recently
added
a
new
leaf
worshipped,” by a “ people mighty in their to her laurels, and on the present occasion was repre “ the ball is in motion.”
The ship India is loading at Philadelphia ( youth.”
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
sented by a goodly number of her sons, who had just
More Hard Cider.—Nx. an election of
for Liverpool, with white corn, in bulk, an That land is like an Eagle, whose young gaze,
The delegation from lhe “ ten miles square”
reason to be proud of lhe station which she lias per
Representative, to fill tire vacancy caused by •
Feeds on the noon-tide beam ; whose golden manently assumed among the Whig sisters of lhe Na was numerous. The members from Wash
the resignation of Joshua S. Turner. Esq.,j entire cargo, say 10,000 bushels.
tional Confederacy.
.
.
ington headed the delegation with a banner
held in Leeds, on Monday last, John W. MilA fine band of music occupied the interval in the
lie course pursued by the Baltimore Van pjoat.s moveiess on the storm, and in the blaze
representing tne Capitol, and a motto, “ In
Iptt (whiff! was elected by a decided majority. I Tl.
A
- --j .
. .............. ..
i line, and was followed b.v the delegation from'
1
Of
sunshine
gleams,
when
earth
is
wrapt
in
Nr. Turner is a Van Buren man, and ,esig,1 Buren Convenuon is a laen acknowledgment
sensible alike to blandishments or threats.” A~
Nfew
Y
ork
.
gloom ;
3<Very beautiful banner having a painting of
ed in consequence of his appointment by the! lljat they cannot^LILC0^ 'y^xm-ess
The
proud
“
EzxcZsioF
’
of
the
Empire
State
An
epitaph
of
glory
for
the
tornb
Governor as Register of Probate.-Ken. Jour. give up the contest.-^. E. Express.
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the genius of Columbia, and the inscription
“ Columbia the sentinel of the Republic,” was
second in order. This was ........
followed by „a
flag with the significant motto—“ The liberty
of speech if not the right of suffrage.”
From Alexandria the delegation was large.
Their banner, which was very beautiful, rep
resented a figure on a pedestal, and bore the
motto—“ Public good our only aim.”

peared in the shape ofa Fortress, with port
Resolved, That the fund thus raised shall
address ; and the assemblage
dis- j
------ I Resolved,
That the President bn directed tn
holes and guns, and surmounted by the Na be placed in the handsof the Executive Com- eloquent
persed to their several quarters about eleven ■ transmit to Gen. William H. Harrison and
tional Flag waving gallantly in the breeze— mi (tee of Seventy-Six, at Washington.
o’clock.
II J°hn Tyler, the compliments of this ConvenA
.
a sight which required no great stretch offanThese resolutions were unanimously aThe
.......
Ihe Baltimore American gives some fur- ': t,on-J together
with a- copy
o
f its. proceedings
cy to bring to mind the thought of the me
---------------------- & }
dopied by the Convention, and the following ther account of the proceedings of the Whi^s siernod
sig‘ned hv
bY fh«
lhe PrPRidonf
President anrl
and GL
Secretaries,
morable day when the stars and stripes float- ;
was then offered and adopted also—
° on Monday evening-where, in the large' The
Tk. Committee
C........ :_____of
f Cl...;.
./,cu U1
Chairmen
of UR
the State
ed over no emblematical structure, amid the
the
Resolved. That the President of this Con room of the building known as the Comsmoke and roar of artillery and the shouts of I
- Delegations also submitted
------ ----- followii
.owing resEa- olutions, which
„bEh were
,
seconded by Mr. Mcbrave men fighting valiantly. Towards the I vention be requested to call upon the several merce Street Assembly Rooms, fronting Exchange Place, a crowded assembly was
Ohio,
"-r ad- Queen of
cf OI.
ig,—and unanimously adontpd
VIRGINIA.
western end of the ground, a pavilion rose States, through their Vice Presidents, for H
ffje Convention :—
Virginia—Just fresh from the encounter in enclosing lhe trunk ofa large tree, above the brief statements of their present condition and dressed by Wm. C. Johnson, Daniel Webster
and other gentlemen.
, ,
f . Resolved, That the members of this Convenwhich she has added to her renown and given a top of which ascended a flag staff, bearing prospects.
new zest to the hopes of the American people, the broad banner of the Union.
The meeting was afterwards Rddressed by . Hon entertain a most grateful sense of the gener
°
In pursuance of this resolution, the Presi
and to their confidence in her strength and abili
ous hospitality of the citizens of Baltimore, who
The invited guests, Distinguished Stran dent of the Convention severally called on Messrs. Cushing, Saltonstall, and others?
ty, brought her own good welcome with her
have, by receiving us as guests, evinced their
welcome news. The delegation was very large. gers, Clergymen, Members of Congress, sev the following gentlemen, who addressed the
devotion to the cause in which we are engaged
Tuesday, May 5.
In every respect the flag of the ‘ Old Dominion’ eral Revolutionary Soldiers, and others, were | Convention in regard to the current of popuand
to the country
another evidence of
to one..........................
of ihe plaiforrns,
over which
ol>(1„uieilBU
anu
.„cure,
w nun i
«pinion in their several States, the ruin Monument Square was thronged through the ' the.. given
and its followers did,justice to the place of the conducted
‘heir enlightened and zealous patriotism ; and
o \ <» t . I f-bi /> U
n II.-1
. I .... *
/• I • f
w
i
floated
the
“
stars
and
stripes
of
liberty.
”
The
j
business
and
destruction
of
trade,
growin»
nativity of the gallant Harrison.
morning
day.
met,’---not--as that
we shall
shall return
return to
to our homes cheered i...
” and
>
- The Delegates
°
-----.Jat we
The Norfolk borough delegation bnre a large other was reserved for the
no President
» icaiacni and
anu offioiu- j| ou^
tbe measures of the Administration0 inumerously
----------- -- y as- yesterday,
.
E. for
_______
....; E.i
1 • confidence, and resolved, individually to
many ;bad
left their
banner with the picture of"the Balance, over cers of the Convention.-—The
...... various
.. .......... dele- I R)e necessity that was felt fora change, and the ritv.
hut m
thnnO„„,i. The
mux President of imitate their patriotic example.
city, but
in thousands.
which were the words of warning first given to gâtions, with banners flying, and bands play i the conviction experienced that nothing but the Convention, John V. L. McMahon, Esq.,
Resolved, That the generous liberality, the
Belshazzar—‘ Mene, mene, Tekel, Upharsin— ing, ranged themselves
ms around, amidst a sa
sa- I '*,e election of General Harrison could arrest presided with great dignity, and perfect order untiring devotion, and the judicious plans of the
Thou art weighed in the balance and found line of twenty-six guile
Baltimore Committee of Arrangements demand
guns Hum
from run
Fort Meigs. :
disasters that threatened to overwhelm prevailed among the mass.
wanting.’ On the opposite side the significant While the extreme of the procession was
them. The names of the speakers were :
We have.but time to name some of the their most hearty acknowledgments
expression ‘ Treasury Pap inoperative.’
I he President having temporarily retired
Speakers who addressed the Convention in
Mr. Babcock of Rhode Islam!,
There was a delegation quite numerous, bear drawing near, the distinguished strangers on
the early part of the day.
from the chair, Mr. Gill of Ohio, on behalf of
Mr. Eldridge of Connecticut,
ing a banner whose familiar motto especially be lhe platform were severally introduced to the
, Among the members
------- of
-■ Congress
----- e----- were , e Committee of Chairmen, offered the follonged to them—on the front an eagle was assembled multitude, and greeted with long
Mr. Hopkins of Vermont,
Vermont.
painted among the clouds, and lettered above and deafening cheers.
Mr. King of Massa ch usetts,
Henry Clay and Wm. C. Preston of the Sen-I ,OVV1,1S resolution, which was adopted by acMr. Reynolds
v
_________
ate.--------------------------------------------------------------clamation :—
J
4 Wise’s District,’ on the reverse the hand in
Among those who were thus particularly
of NewI ____
York,,
hand, with the well known expression which distinguished, were Mr. Henry Clay, Mr.
Bosh
of. these distinguished
gentlemen
Mr. Bready of Pennsylvania,
Resolved,
That the unanimous
of this
.
.........
...............
tue unanimous
inaOKS Of thanks
thlS
’originated with Mr. Wise, and was so interest Webster, Mr. Preston, and Mr. Crittenden, of
spoke with that feeling of popular enthusiasm Convention be and they are hereby tendered to
Mr. Wilson of Virginia,
ingly exemplified yesterday—( The Union of the the U. S. Senate ; Mr. Montgomery of Penn.,
to he expected from the cheering signs and I £ohn
F* McMahon, Esqr. President of the
Mr. Edwards of Ohio,
Whigs for the sake of the Union.’
Mr. Graves of Kentucky, Mr. Cushing of
congratulations around them. Mr. Clay was Convention, for the promot/dignified ~and~’siia~
Mr. Humes of Tennessee,
NORTH CAROLINA.
Mass., Mr. Grinnell of New York, Mr. Bond
received with enthusiastic demonstrations of cessfnl manner in which he has presided over its
Mr. Clarke of Missouri,
This delegation was comprised in one body of Ohio, Mr. Penrose of Penn.. Mr. Crary of)
a pplause, and his stirring appeals and forcible deliberations.
Gov. Duncan of Illinois,
under the banner of the arms of the States, the Michigan, Mr. Monroe of N. Y., Mr. Ogden
The resolution being adopted, Mr. McMa
pictures of the sad experiments brought upon
Mr. Southard of New Jersey,
motto upon which was, “ On Stanley ! On /”
Hoffman, Mr. Carter, Mr. Granger, and Mr.
the country, prompted a response in every hon resumed the chair, and returned his
Mr.
Emory
of
New-Hampshire.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
Fillmore of N. Y., Mr. Corwin of Ohio, Mr.
bosom.
thanks for the honor conferred on him in an
The Hon. Henry A. Wise was called for,
A similar deputation from this State took its Jenifer of Maryland, Ex-Governor Howard,
Mr. Preston of S. C., was hardly less elo eloquent and spirit stirring address, which
place in the line, and hoisted the State banner in
and appearing at the front of the stand, thank
drew down long, loud and repeated shouts of
the cause. It bore the motto, “ 7%e Palmetto Col. G. C. Washington, and some others.
ed the Convention for the honor they had quent than on Monday, and none the less in
applause.
Not the least interesting part of this cere
resists oppression."
done him, and assured them that it would teresting to those who heard him, for many
. The President then adjourned the Conven
mony was the introduction to lhe Convention afford him great pleasure to address them on now heard him for the first time.
GEORGIA.
Mr. Legare of South Carolina, we are told, tion sine die.
The enthusiasm which has circulated like elec from the rostrum, of Mr. Ely, of Philadelphia, an occasion so deeply interesting to his feel
tricity throughout so large a poition of the Union a soldier of the Revolution, now in the eigh ings. He was sorry to say that the state of also made an eloquent and spirited address.
THOMAS H.
has not been more thoroughly felt than among ty-fourth year of his age. As this venerable his health would not permit such an effort. Few men in the country have more powers THE FUNERAL OF
the warm temperaments of the sons of the South. man. with an energy arising out of the enthu Un Saturday last he had almost worn him to interest, and no one has a more brilliant
,
LAUGHLIN.
The solemn duty of committing the re
—Georgia, but a short time since avowing her siasm of the. occasion, bared his whitened
imagination with which to illustrate the good
apathy in the Presidential campaign, has felt the head to the multitude in approval of the cause self down in addressing 2500 of his fellow or bad principles of Government.
mains of Mr. Laughlin to the grave was yescitizens
at
Delaware,
and
he
now
found
him

kindly influences of a renewed hope, and sends which they had assembled to promote, a tri
Mr. Stanley of N. C., spoke eloquently also terday performed by the delegates to the
forth her representatives to the convention : umphant shout of applause showed how self totally inadequate to the task of address from the Court House rostrum, and after
a Convention in a body. The procession, ac
while at home the name of Harrison is cherished much they valued the presence and approba ing twenty five thousand. He hoped, howev stirring address of an hour the cry was
companied by a band of music, playing a
er, that his health would improve, and that
as the talisman that is to protect the Union. Her
dead march, moved from the late residence of
tion of their hoary headed fellow citizen.
banner bore the motto,— 4 She has aroused from
he should yet be able successfully to war au On, Stanley, on.”
The Reverend Henry B. Bascom, of Ken
the deceased, at the corner of Light street
her lethargy.’
Henry A. Wise, of Virginia, was also called and Guilford alley, between four and five
tucky, then fervently and eloquently address gamsi that system of government which has
entailed on us so many evils.
VERMONT
for and introduced to the Convention by the M Tk; ' ■ “k ,0 ,l,e bu™' g'ound of 'he
Came next, preceded by her armorial stand ed the Throne of Divine Grace, after which
While the gentlemen mentioned above
The
ard, and presented a goodly array, both in num the Hon. Henry A. Wise, of Virginia, intro were addressing the Convention, a portion of President. The appearance of the hold and ■ Jr r „St Episcopal congregation.
bers and appearance. The Green Mountain duced John B. Thompson, Esq. of Kentuc the delegates withdrew to the side of the sec talented Virginian was responded to by the Chief Marshal of the Convention, Capr.
boys, who have ever proved the inflexible sup ky, the Chairman of the Committee ofChair ond rostrum, and called upon several of thousands present in loud and repeated James O. Law, supported the weeping and
porters of the doctrine of equal rights, received a men of the several delegations represented, the gentlemen upon it, who successively cheers. Mr. Wise, though much indisposed, bereaved widow of the deceased from the
spoke with great energy and power, and es carriage to the grave, where her condition
hearty welcome to our city. We know Vermont by whom lhe Convention was called to order.
and can rely on her, and in the language they Mr. r.,on behalf of the same Committee, addressed them.
pecially m reference to the many national was most pitiable, as she stood convulsed
J
he
first
speaker
was
Mr.
Clay,
who
was
have adopted on their flag, we feel assured that then announced the following nominations
peculiarities of his own District, one of the with an agony of grief at her sudden and ir
followed
by
Messrs.
Webster,JPreston,
South

“ The Green Mountain Boys will do their own for President, Vice Presidents and Secretaries,
most national in the Old Dorpinion. There reparable loss. The ceremonies, by the offi
ard and Graves.
voting and their own fighting.”
Harrison and Tyler both were born. There,
There, ciating clergyman, Dr. Baker of New York
which nominations were agreed to by accla
The
President
then
announced
that
the
TENNESSEE
mation.
too, Old Ben. Harrison, the Signer of the were brief and impressive, at the close of
lateness of the hour and the fatigue which
Came with the sable weeds of solemn mourning
Declaration of Independence, and Patrick which the immense concourse returned to
President.
they had undergone rendered it necessary to Henry, the renowned champion of our Na the city.
on her flag, for one of her great and good men
JOHN V. L. M’MAHON, of Maryland.
has just passed away. This token of respect to
suspend farther proceedings for the day, and tional Independence, had their homes. There
We learn that the Massachusetts delegation
the memory of the talented and virtuous Hugh
Vice Presidents.
he submitted a motion that the convention ad
L. White, produced a deep sympathy of feeling
W. WILLIS, of Maine, and 25 others— journ to meet on Tuesday morning, 5th in also was fought the last naval battle of rhe yesterday subscribed and paid over the sum
Revolution, and there sprung up Bacon’s Re of one thousand dollars for the benefit of the
in the beholder. The motto of the standard was one for each of the several States.
stant, in Monument Square, at nine o'clock. bellion. The history of the District was e- widow and orphans of the murdered Laugh—‘ Not that she loved Caesar less, but Rome
The
convention
adjourned
accordingly,
at
Secretaries.
more.’
ventful, and it was a Whig District. The Old
M. S. APPLETON, of Maine, and 25 oth four o’clock.
KENTUCKY.
Dominion, God bless her, had now joined his
THE PROCESSION.
ers.
There was a full delegation from this State,
District, and Virginia was a Whig State,
We proceed to supply some few omissions
The
following
resolutions,
recommended
THE DINNER.
and larger than was expected.
The standard
ready to give her electoral vote to William m die notice of the details published yesterAfter the adjournment of the great meeting H. Harrison and John Tyler. Mr. Wise
bore the name of ‘ Henry Clay’ and the Latin to the adoption of the Convention bv the
passage ‘ Tanto nomine nullum par eulogium.’
Committee of Chairmen, were then read by on Monday at the Canton ground, a large spoke eloquently and with great effect. Re
The delegation from the First District of
Mr. Thompson of the Committee, and unani number consisting of portions of various del tiring he was greeted with the hearty and u- Anne Arundel county, Md., comprised about
OHIO.
egations, guests at the Eutaw House, spent
The banner of the State with the well-se mously adopted :
nanimous applause of the Convention.
120 members. It was preceded by a white
lected motto—“ She offers her Cincinnatus to
Resolved, By the Convention of the Whig the remainder of the afternoon in the social
Mr. Willis of Maine was introduced to the banner, having, in gold letters, the inscription
redeem the Republic’—\ed the procession from Young Men, assembled at Baltimore, the 4th enjoy ments of the table, rendered doubly re
assembled thousands by the President, and —“ 1st Election District of Anne Arundel
Ohio.
day of May, 1840, that the nomination of freshing by the activé exercise and excite as one of the Vice Presidents, gave a good County, Md.” This district is composed al
A large body of men from Hamilton county, WILLIAM H. HARRISON of Ohio, for the ment of the previous part of the day.
After account of the North East State. He con
most entirely of Whig voters.
in which Genera] Harrison resides, followed,
office of President of the United States, and the cloth was removed, Gen. McDonald of sidered it not improbable that the ten electoral
bearing a beautiful banner, representing Harri
I he delegation from Worcester county,
Virginia,
was
called
to
the
chair,
and
at
his
of
JOHN
TYLER
of
Virginia,
for
the
office
son at the plough ; on the reverse a view ol Cin
votes of the State would be given for Harrison was distinguished by a banner with the folright
was
placed
Mr.
Horner,
of
New
Jersey,
of
Vice
President
of
the
United
States,
by
the
cinnati, the Ohio river and the landing. They
and Tyler upon the “ ides of November.”
owmg motto
Worcester County pledges
also brought on with them a miniature log cab late Whig Convention al Harrisburg, is here who was introduced to the company as the
No less interesting were the speech and herself to lead her sister counties in thecause
gentleman
who,
at
the
Harrisburg
Conven

in, about three feet in length, built of the“ Buck by cordially approved and ratified, and ear
the pledge given by Mr. Grahame, another of Harrison and Tyler.”
eye,” grown on the farm at North Bend.
nestly recommended to the support of the tion, last December, offered the resolution Vice President, of the State of Louisiana. He
We ought to have stated that the South
which gave birth to the Young Men’s WhE
people of the United Slates.
LOUISIANA.
promised the electoral vote ol the South Carolina delegation was loudly cheered,
Resolved, That to sustain the said nomina Convention of the 4th of May in Baltimore0. Western border State for Harrison and Tyler. wherever the banner of th.at State appeared,
The Convention received some addition to its
Upon this announcement, the company all
members from this State under their common tion, the Young Men of the Union should uMr. Allen of the District of Columbia, made and received a greeting on the part of their
arms, and the motto, 1 Sans peur—sans reproche.’ nite their zeal, enthusiasm and vigor, to the rose and received Mr. Horner with cheers.
a report of the popular movements in the Whig brethren which could not but be high
wisdom, experience and judgment of their The toasts, speeches and songs were all good, District, and gave his reasons for these dem ly gratifying to its members.
INDIANA.
A very fine delegation was in attendance from seniors, and to insure its triumph and success and were worthy of being specially particu
the ‘ Buffalo’ State, whose sons have cause to they should immediately adopt thorough and larized, if the means were at hand of preserv onstrations of public feeling among a people
who are unjustly deprived of the right of
Even the Philadelphia Sentinel, a uniform,
know and to appreciate the gallantry of the man efficient organization.
ing them. The Hon. C. B. Penrose of Penn suffrage.
they have thus publicly honored. The flag was
Van Buren, loco paper, thus candidly des
Resolved, That for that purpose, it be rec sylvania, being present, a toast was offered al
Mr. J. N. Emory spoke for New Hampshire.
inscribed—‘ She will cherish in her manhood the
ommended to the Democratic Whigs every luding to him as a Pennsylvania Senator, ex To work in the Granite Slate, he said, was an cribes the unprecedented character of the
defender of her infancy.’
where, to form Democratic Tippecanoe Clubs pelled by lawless violence from the Senate up hill business, but the Delegates here pres Whig National Convention :—
MISSISSIPPI.
“ History mentions no such gatherings of
or Harrison Associations, in the respective Chamber. In reply to this toast, Mr. Pen ent would promise\at least a spirited contest.
The banner of Mississippi, which preceded a
people since that in the Champ de Mars to»
rose spoke with great eloquence.
He refer
Mr. E. S. Thomas from the North Bend, swear to the Constitution.
liberal delegation, bore the motto,—‘ Once more towns, comities and cities of the States, which
Whether we
to the rescue — We honor him who gave up of shall establish and maintain an active politi red to the incident alluded to in the toast, andI Ohio, and formerly
formeriy of
ot Baltimore, made a» speak of the numbers present, their boundcal correspondence, and procure and circu spoke of it as an act perpetrated by the same! f"
:
*
*
*
‘
fice for our sake.’
spirited address, and many happy illustrations less enthusiasm, or the vast territory from the'
hand which had recently obliterated New fln,Wn
A band of music here varied the procession , late political information.
. ........ . of the’’Government
*
«nost distant pomts of which they asXbled!
drawn irnm
from ,h
the° history
Resolved, That these Clubs or Associations Jersey from the galaxy of States—and which and the times.
and it was followed by the delegation from
we may, as chroniclers of passing events,
when formed, shall select and appoint the a- before had expunged the sacred record of the
ILLINOIS.
Mr. Reynolds of New York city, delighted
The banner was inscribed, “ She will teach blest and most efficient orators to address the Senate of the United States. He dwelt upon his hearers with a sensible and practica! ad mention it as a surpassing pageant, and apalace slaves to respect the Log Cabin
at the people on all proper occasions, as may be the fearful prevalence of the spirit thus rife dress upon the character and importance of thril ling demonstration of the intensity ofthat
feehng which animates the supporters of
base—“ The prairies are on fire !”
deemed advisable, to proclaim the truths of throughout the land, and threatening destruc the contest.
Gen. Harrison.”
Republican liberty, and to expose the abuses tion to all principles of constitutional liberty
ALABAMA.
Mr. Robertson of Georgia, a true Southron,
Mr. P.
This delegation followed under the banner of and corruptions ofa spoils party which would dear to eVery true American heart.
spoke eloquently of Georgia.
His address
A Rowdy, Arrested.—The Baltimore Sun
their State, with the pithy motto—‘ She will enslave the people by an odious and insuffera spoke twice during the festival, being called
was brief, and one of the best made in the says :—“ Charles Irwin was committed to
soon renounce allegiance to a King.’
up
by
special
allusions
:
and
in
both
address

ble Federal despotism in the form of an un
Convention. Georgia, he said, was awake jail, in default of bail, charged with an assault
MAINE.
checked and unbalanced Executive, arrogant es he gave an able exposition of the Demo to the importance of the coming contest, and
and battery on Asa Hubbard, of Connecticut
The delegation from Maine was very full. A ly assuming the purse, dictating laws of reve cratic Whig principles which are the real ba
fine body of men supported the banner which Inue and finance, recommending standing ar sis of the present organized opposition to the the fires kindled within her were of her own Irwm is an old offender, (having been once
bore the apt sentences—“ Her honor is our hon mies in time of peace, demolishing the co Administration. In reference to his own course irresistible and spontaneous kindling.
tried for murder, and often for minor offences)
Mr. Wickliffe of Kentucky, Mr. Byran of
or—her quarrel is our quarrel."
ordinate departments of the Federal Govern during the Harrisburg riots, he showed how South Carolina, Mr. Dawson of Michigan, and was yesterday parading through the
MISSOURI
ment, proscribing individual citizens, and his conduct had been in strict accordance Mr. Tyler of Connecticut, Mr. Proffit of°In- streets with a large stone tied in the corner
From this State the delegates were not very daringly attacking the rights and sovereignty with the laws of the Commonwealth.
of a handkerchief, with which he assaulted a
He
diana, Mr. Thompson of Delaware, Mr. Stan number of persons, and attempted to pull the
numerous, but the few perhaps had warmer wel of the States.
spoke of the state of feeling now prevailing
nard of Virginia, and others also spoke, hut
come. Their banner was inscribed—• Missouri
Resolved, That we will not yield or relax in Pennsylvania—of the great re-action which in the crowd it was impossible to hear the badges from the bosoms of many of the stran
remembers her early friend.’
until the great work of reform and of redress is going on among the sensible yeomanry of names of half who spoke or of the thousandth ger delegates to the convention. An attempt
MICHIGAN.
of this kind made upon Mr. Hubbard, gave
of grievances be finished ; and to insure per that State. < Virginia and Pennsylvania,’ said of what was said.
The delegation, was limited in number, but not
rise to the above assault ; and Mr. H. was se
Mr. P., ‘ have always gone together—and
Mr. Penrose of Pennsylvania, offered the verely wounded in the head.”
the less welcome on that account.
The banner severance to the end of this noble but ardu
had the motto—' Oh may’st thou ever be what ous struggle for civil and political liberty, we now that the old Dominion has thrown off following resolution, which was seconded by
thou now art,’ a sentence to which we all res will meet in our Clubs at stated times—regu ( the yoke, the hour of Pennsylvania’s deliver Mr. Myers, of the same State, and unanimous THE RESUlFoWhITnEW YORK
larly—we will print and publish useful mat ance is at hand.’
pond, Amen.
ly adopted :—
ELECTION.
Speeches were made by gentlemen from
ter—we will address ourselves in every rea
ARKANSAS.
Resolved, That the Delegations from each
The New York Chronicle, a neutral paper,
Alabama,
Tennessee,
New
Jersey
and
other
sonable
and
respectful
form
to
our
fellow
From this State there was a small delegation
State represented in this Convention be, and
to unite with their brethren in the distinguished countrymen ; and finally, we will immediate States, according as delegates from abroad they are hereby requested to raise by contribu says :
Under all circumstances, it must be ac
honors of a day that will ever be brilliant in the ly preceding the Presidential election in lhe happened to be present—the whole affair be tion of not exceeding one dollar for each person
civil annals of American History.
Fall, at such times as the central Clubs ofthe ing without previous arrangement, and most a sum of money for the use of the bereaved fami knowledged that the result of the recent con
Baltimore City Tippecanoe Clubs, respective States may appoint, assemble in of the company being strangers personally to ly of Thomas H. Laughlin, carpenter, of the test has been far more favorable to the anti
came next, from the First to the Twelfth State Convention throughout lhe Union to one another. Yet as each knew his neigh Eighth Ward of the City of Baltimore, and a Van Burenites than they had a right to ex
Ward, inclusive, with appropriate and beau consider ofpreparations for lhe coming con bors to be good Whigs, it was not long before member of this Convention, who was killed in pect. They more than hold their own ; and
test.
a cordial fellowship united all in excellent the procession of yesterday, while in the exer their antagonists, though victorious, admit
tiful banners.
Three
Resolved, That to carry out these resolu concord and good humor, so that every thing cise of the undoubted right of freemen peaceably they are grievously disappointed.
Throughout the whole course of the pro
to assemble and deliberate upon the conduct of thousand was the majority they calculated
passed
off
in
a
very
spirited
manner.
There
tions
the
“
Republican
Committee
of
Seven

cession as far as the extremity of the city, the
the officers of Government—“ a right inestimable upon, and even as late as eight o’clock on
most cheering demonstrations were given ty-Six,” appointed by opponents of the pres were no doubt similar festivals in other parts to them, and formidable to tyrants only,”
Tuesday evening they confidently claimed,
of
the
city,
the
particulars
of
which
if
ent
Administration,
at
public
meetings
in
the
from windows, doors, and crowded balconies.
Resolved, That the sum so raised be paid to and offered to bet, upon a majority of two
—In several of the streets, flags and mottoes city of Washington, Feb. 15 and 18, 1840, known would tend still farther to give some the President of this Convention, to be by him thousand five hundred. The official canvass
were suspended across, and on one house in i and the “ Young Men’s committee of forty- adequate idea of the general state of things applied for the relief of the widow and children
will probably not give them sixteen hundred'.
Market street F. P. a splendid oil painting of one,” be and the same are hereby constituted existing in the city during the last two days, of our deceased fellow member, to whom we
in
the
evening
about
7
o
’
clock
Monument
the
Central
Democratic
Tippecanoe
Club
of
hereby
tender
our
condolence
for
his
death
in
Gen. Harrison was suspended amidst decora
Movement of Troops.—Col. Worth’s regi
tions. The procession loudly cheered as it the Union ; and the Central Whig committee Square was again filled with an assemblage the glorions cause of his country.
of the Slates respectively, be and they are of five or six thousand, consisting of laro-e de
At the close of the addresses, the Conven ment of Infantry, (the 8th) now on their way
passed.
In entering the enclosed ground appropriat hereby constituted the Democratic Tippe tachments from the different delegations and tion unanimously resolved to attend the fun to the Winnebago country, will arrive in this
ed for the meeting of the Convention, the canoe Clubs or Harrison Associations, whose our own citizens, all animated by the same eral of the lamented Laughlin, at four o’clock ; city to-morrow afternoon, in the cars from Ni
I agara Falls. This corps is 600 strong, and
procession passed through a triumphal arch, duty it shall be to correspond immediately desire to hear the distinguished speakers in the afternoon.
The Convention then adjourned until five' will proceed forthwith to their place of desti
decorated with flags. This spot, known as for the formation of city, town and county whom the occasion has brought here, which
nation, by the steamboats Buffalo and Cleave
o’clock, P. M.
the Canton race course, is even and smooth, clubs, and to superintend all the other inter they had displayed during the day.
land, which have been chartered expressly
They were successively addressed by a
and covered with a rich, grassy sward. On ests of the great and glorious cause to which
the right of the entrance, stood a log cabin, we here pledge our dearest devotion and J number of gentlemen. Among ihe speakers AFTERNOON PROCEEDINGS AND FI for that purpose.—Buffalo Commercial of Sat
urday.
were Mr. Wickliffe, jr. of Kentucky, Mr.
constructed in the Backwoods style, the crev most patriotic exertions.
NAL ADJOURNMENT.
Resolved, That it be recommended to each Patterson of New York, Mr. Crittenden
ices between the logs being well plastered
At five o’clock the Convention re-assemb
More Steam.—The Portsmouth Journal’ in
with clay, a slick chimney at each extremity, delegation to raise a free contribution of $l of Kentucky, Mr. Bell of Tennessee, Mr. A. led. The President having taken the chair,
W.
B
radford, Mr. Charles H. Pitts, Mr.
from
each
of
its
members,
to
support
the
forms us that the Steamer Portsmouth, which
and the door well provided with a latch, and
the
Committee
ofChairmen
of
the
State
Del

the string outside. Across the lawn, at some Opposition press at the City of Washington, Wallis, Mr. Jenifer and Mr. Pope, of Ken egations reported the following resolution, has been running for three years between
distance^ a representation of Fort Meigs ap-1 and generally to oppose the tyranical tax up tucky. Mr. Reverdy Johnson closed these
that place and Boston, has been sold for aon the office-holders of the Presidential party. \ series of speeches with a most vigorous and which was seconded and advocated by Mr. . bout 820,000, to ply between this city and Ban
Talfourd of Ohio, and unanimously agreed to :
gor.-— Portland Advertiser.
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Election,—Full returns from all

the Senatorial districts in which elections
have been held this year, show a whig gain
of three in the Senate, making a tie in that
body.—For Delegates the returns are also
complete and show the following result: —
whigs 74 ; Locos 60, making a whig majori
ty in joint ballot of 14. The Richmond Whig
says the whig candidates in Louisa, Bath,
Roanoke and Fairfax will obtain their seats
upon a scrutiny of the polls. Should this
prediction prove correct, the whigs will have
94 on joint ballot and the Locos 76—whig
majority 18.
In 76 counties the popular vote at the late
election, compared with the vote for Con
gressmen last year, shows a net whig gain of
5440. Last year the Van Buren majority in
these counties was 596—this year the Harri
son majority is 4844.

The citizens of the several cities, towns and
plantations in the State of Maine, who are in fa
vor of the election of Gen. WILLIAM HENRY
HARRISON for the next President, and opposed
to the present National and State Administrations,
are requested to elect Delegates to meet in Con
vention at Augusta, on Wednesday, the 17th
day of June next, at 10 o’clock, A. M. to nomin
ate a candidate to be supported at the approach
A voice from Pennsylvania.—An elec
ing election for Governor ; and two candidates
tion
for the choice of a member of the House
for Electors at Large of President and Vice Pres
ident, and to adopt such other measures as the of Assembly, in place of Mr. McElwee, (V.
present crisis of the country and the interest of the B.) expelled, occurred recently in Bedford co.
Whig party may demand.

The annexed extract from a letter, by the
Correspondent of the Boston Daily Advertis
er. will be read with interest:—
Baltimore, May 5, 1840.
The great Convention adjourned this day
in the evening, to meet at the Capitol in
Washington on the fourth of March, 1841 !
After I closed my letter yesterday, several
gentlemen addressed the multitude at Canton,
but owing to a very high wind they could
not be heard distinctly by a large number.
The Convention adjourned, early in the af
ternoon, to meet this day in Monument
Square, but meetings were held by several of
the delegations last evening, which were very
interesting. The Massachusetts delegation
was addressed by Mr. Clay, Mr. Webster, Mr.
Cushing, Mr. Saltonstall and others in a very
spirited manner. This morning the crowd
on Monument Square was immense, and the
multitude were addressed from two positions
by different gentlemen, at the same time, it
being impossible for a tenth part of those
present to hear any one speaker.
Mr. Proffit of Indiana spoke from both po
sitions, and greatly amused the people by his
enthusiasm, wit and plain common sense way
of speaking.
Mr. Stanley of North Carolina, spoke for
an hour with great energy and effect.
Mr. Willis of Portland, made a few verv
appropriate remarks.
Mr. J. N. Reynolds of New York city,
made a capital speech, which was received
with great applause.
Mr. Clay made another speech, which was
considered one of his happiest efforts.
Mr. Wise also addressed the Convention
with great effect.
Addresses were made by Messrs. Grahame
of Louisiana, Wickliffe of Kentucky, Allen
of Washington, Robertson ol Georgia, Emorv
of New Hampshire, Preston and Legare of
South Carolina, Putnam of Connecticut, Pen
rose of Pennsylvania, and Dawson of Michi
gan.
The Convention voted to attend the funer
al of Laughlin, who was killed yesterday,
while engaged in performing his duties as
one of the Marshals. It is now certain, that
he was murdered by a blow from a person
whom he was endeavoring to restrain from
disturbing the procession. He was a very
respectable mechanic, and a very active
Whig, but poor, the horse he rode having
been loaned to him for the occasion. He has
left a wife and four children. It was resolv
ed that each delegate subscribe one dollar for
his family, and the Massachusetts delegation
have this day made up a purse of ONE
THOUSAND DOLLARS for this purpose.
His funeral was attended by an immense con
course of people.
The Convention met again at five o’qlock
this afternoon and continued together several
hours, when it adjourned as 1 have stated above.
Thus has ended one of the largest Conven
tions ever held in this country. The official
proceedings you will finfTdetailed in the Bal
timore papers, to which I refer you for par
ticulars.
I am glad to hear that the great ball, of
which I spoke in my letter yesterday, is to be
carried to New York, to be used in a proces
sion there. Whence it is expected to go to
Boston, and thence to New Hampshire, as
some say to roll through the whole State.
The number of Delegates to this Conven
tion have been variously estimated. After
careful consideration, I am satisfied that fif
teen thousand is a very low estimate of the
number present. Al most every one here puts
it down at 25,000 !

PipHE inhabitants of the town of KenneJL
bunk, and others liable to be taxed
therein, are hereby required to make and
bring into the undersigned, Assessors of said
townj true and perfect lists of their polls and
all their estates, both real and personal, (ex
cepting such as is by law exempted from tax
ation) which they Were possessed of on the
first day of May 1840, and it will be expect
ed of each person to make oath (if required)
to the best of his knowledge, said list contains
all his taxable property^ and those who fail to
bring in as above directed, may expect no
abatements by the Assessors.
The Assessors will be at their office for the
purpose of receiving the same the 18th, 19th
and 20th days of May instant, from 1 until 4
o’clock in the afternoon of each of said days,
or said lists may be handed to either of the
Assessors prior to the date above mentioned.
NATH’JEFFERDS, ) A
J ESSE TO WN E,
C Assessors of
EZRA PERKINS, S KennebunkKennebunk, May 7, 1840.

SCHOOL. BOOMS.

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on the
first Monday m April, in the. year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the
Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
said Court :
N the petition of Francis Boston, a cred
itor of the estate of Stephen Huff, late
of Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased,
praying that administration of the estate of
said deceased may be granted to said peti
tioner i
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and to
all persons interested in said estate, by causing
a copy of this order to be published in the
Kennebunk Gazette printed in Kennebunk,
in said county, three weeks successively, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
holden at Saco, in said county, on the first
Monday in June next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petition should
not be granted.

O

Attest Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
---------000--------A true copy, Attest,
LARGE assortment of School Books,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
comprising every kind used in the
Schools and Academies in this section of the May 9.
Penn. Daniel Washebaugh (whig) was
country—for sale, in quantities or at retail, at
At a Court of Probate held al York, within
The Convention.—We have made liberal chosen by an overwhelming majority—one
the lowest cash prices.
andfor the County of York, on the first Monextracts from the accounts of the proceedings account says 667—others 778. This county
Also, a small lot of Miscellaneous Books,
day of May, in the year of our Lord eight
in
neat
bindings,
at
a
large
discount
from
the
of the Whig National Convention, held at gave a Van Buren majority of 300 last Octo
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM.
regular retail prices.
. A. HAYES, Judge oj said Court :
Baltimore on Monday and Tuesday of last ber, showing a whig gain of about 1000, as
100 Bibles,—Quarto, Octavo, 18 mo. and
OBERT COUSENS, executor of the last
week.-This assemblage is without a parallel in suming as correct the lowest number named
Pocket—bound in Calf, Morocco, Turkey
will of Ebenezer S. Cousens, late of Ly
the history of our country—for numbers, for as the majority for the whig candidate at the
leather, &c. Cheaper than ever before offered.
man, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
For sale by
D, REMICH.
talent, for unanimity, for enthusiasm. It was late election. It is indeed true, that the good
ing presented his first account of administra
Kennebunk, May 13,1840,
emphatically a gathering of the People—of the “ work goes bravely on.”
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
ance :
unbought and untrammeled voters of the
KOOM PAPER.
ORDERED—That the said executor give
A GUN FROM THE CAPITAL OF THE EMPIRE
REMICH has.this day received 1000
land—to consult upon measures of general
notice to all persons interested, by caus
S
tate
.
—
The
Charier
election
in
Albany,
N.
•
rolls
Room
Paper
—
a
great
variety
of
interest and for the public good, As a dempatterns,—which will be sold very cheap,ing
— a copy of this order to be published
onstration of popular feeling throughout the Y. took place a few days since, and resulted
three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk
some as low as I2£ cents per roll.
in
the
complete
success
of
thè
whigs,
who
Union we cannot but regard it as a most imA good assortment of Borders—Cloth and Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
ty, that they may appear at a Probate
common.
portant and most encouraging “ sign of the have carried the city by over one hundred
Court to be held at Saco, in said county, on
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
times,” and as a movement designed to ad- more majority than they had last spring !—
the first Monday of June next, at ten of the
The
Van
Buren
party
headed
by
the
office
vance the old fashioned republican principles
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
WANTED
holders made extraordinary exertions—but in
which form the creed of the whig party, and
purchase five or six yoke of Oxen, they have, why the same should not be al
x measuring from six to seven feet—Al lowed.
to strengthen afid give energy to the support vain. The People managed things in their
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
own way.
so
to hire for six months or more, a smart
ers of these principles, we may safely calcu
A true copy—Attest,
young man, who is a good teamster, to go to
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
late that its results will be of the most grati
Virginia.
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
In the village of Rome, N. Y. the annual
May 9.
fying character—that it will exert an influence municipal election occurred recently, and af
Kennebunk, May 9, 1840.
for good in every section of our widely ex ter a spirited contest resulted in the election of
At a Court of Probate held at York, within
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
tended Union.
the entire whig ticket by a majority of upday in May, in the year of our Lord eight
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
The Murder—the Van Buren Press.— wards of 20. This village had, up to the
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM.
KENNEBUNK, {Me.)
A. HAYES, Judge oj'said Court :
We regret to perceive that the murder of one time of this election, been opposed to the
May 7, 1840.
3w.
DWIN LEIGH, guardian of Salome B.
of the Marshals of the Whig Procession at whigs.
and Susan, P. Leigh, minors and chil
PAPER
Baltimore on the 4th inst. by a ruffian who,
dren of Thomas Leigh, late ofSouth-Berwick,
C
onnecticut.—The Legislature of this
in company with others, was disturbing and
in said county, deceased, having presented
CASE ruled Letter Paper—white and
State met at New Haven on Wednesday, last
his first account of guardianship of his said
insulting those of whom it was composed, is
¿Aa
blue
—
fine
and
superfine
—
which
will
week. The whig candidate for Speaker^-—
wards for allowance :
alluded to as a trifling occurrence by most of
be sold at very low prices.
Charles J. McCurdy, Esq. of Lyme,—was
ORDERED—That the said guardian
1 case Brandywine Quarto Post—fine and
the V. B. journalists and by many of them is
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
chosen on the first ballot, having 107 votes.
extra.
even made the subject of joke & ridicule. And
ing a copy of this order to be published
Bath Letter Paper; Embossed do. do. ;
yet these are the same men who, but a few The Van Buren candidate received 54 votes
three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Note Paper.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
months ago, affected to be so deeply sorrowful and there were 11 scattering. The other of
Cap and Pot Writing paper, ruled and unty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
ficers elected were decided whigs.—Gov.
because Mr. Cilley was killed, in a duel, by a
ruled ; Fancy, Marble, Coloured, Ticket, Moto be held at Saco, in said county, on the
Ellsworth took and subscribed the oaths of
rocco, Tissue, plain and embossed Gold, and
political opponent. Why so much horror
first Monday of June next, at ten of the
office in the afternoon of the same day, in
Drawing Papers. Bristol Board—white and clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if athen at a deed of blood and so much sympa
colored.
presence of a Convention of the two Houses,
ny they have, why the same should not be
thy for the bereaved wife and children, and
Cartridge, Envelope, Post-Office and Log allowed.
and immediately thereafter delivered his an
so little now ? Laughlin was murdered in the
Papers—by the ream or quire.
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
. Writing Paper, ruled for bills, memoran
streets, was causelessly assaulted and basely nual message. The message is a very sensi
A true copy,—Attest,
ble document ;—among other topics discuss
dums, &c. &c. constantly on hand.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
assassinated—Cilley fell under circumstances
D. REMICH.
ed by the Governor are the Currency, SubMay 9.
far less aggravating and melancholy. Must
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
Treasury, Maine Boundary and the conduct
we find an explanation of the mystery in the
At a Court of Probate holden at York,
of the administration party in the House of
within and for the County of York, on the
CUTLERY.
fact that Cilley was a lawyer—a professional
(f/^The
steamboat
fare
from
Boston
to
Representatives in reference to the represen
first Monday of May, in the year of our Lord
man—and Laughlin was a poor Mechanic —
Portland has been reduced to 82.
tation from New Jersey.
eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon. WM.
PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com
Is it less a crime to murder a poor man than
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
prising Pen, Pocket and Jack Knives,—
Parties in the Legislature stand thus :
a rich one, a professional man than a labor
(^/^Counterfeit notes,—5’s and 10’s,—on
N the petition of Richard Shapleigh,
—
Scissors,
&c.
&.c.
This
day
received
by
Whigs.
Locos.
guardian of Fanny S., Edwin, Ebeneer ? Are not the affections of the poor wo
the Hartford Bank, Conn, are in circulation.
D. REMICH.
Senate
18
3
zer G. and Nancy Wallis, minors, represent
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
man as deep-rooted and as ardent, as those of
House
140
66
ing that the personal estate of said minors
The Southern (Ga.) Recorder has abandon
the rich, and when bereaved, has she not as
NEW GOODS?
is not sufficient to pay the just debts which
ed the administration and run up the Harri
158
69
strong claims upon our sympathies ?
Are
lhey owe, by the sum of one hundred and
H. GOULD has just received a supply forty-two dollars and fifty-four cents, and
Last year there were 13 whigs and 8 Locos son and Tvler flag.
we to weep foi1 the unconscious orphans of
•
of NEW AND SEASONABLEpraying for a license to sell and convey so
the professional man, and jeer at the help in the Senate, and 113 whigs, 4 conservatives
HYMENEAL
GOODS, consisting of Broadcloths ; Cassimuch of the real estate ol said minors as may
and
90
Locos
in
the
House.
lessness of those of the mechanic ?
Surely
meres ; Sattinets ; Giraffe Mixtures ; Errnin- be necessary tor the payment of said debts
MARRIED—In this town, 30th ult. by Rev.
ettes ; 2000 yds. English and American prims
he who would answer affirmatively to these
Rhode Island.—The Legislature of Mr. Edes, Capt. Rufus Smith, to Miss Abigail from 64c. Io 2s. a yd. ; 2850 yds. Brown and incidental charges :
Lord, all of this town.
queries can neither claim the appellatibn of a Rhode Island assembled at Newport,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
on
In Saco, on Monday morning last, Mr- Joshua Sheetings and Shirtings ; Bleached do. ; a va tice thereof, and to all persons interested, by
Christian or a Republican, and deserves the Wednesday, 6th inst.
riety
of
thin
stuffs
for
summer
wear
;
Brown
Maxwell,
of
Portland,
to
Miss
Harrielte,
daugh

N. Y. Cranston (whig)
causing a copy of this order to be published in
scorn of the just and the good. And how much was re-elected Speaker,
ter of Jona. King, Esq.
and Bleached Drillings ; Cotton Duck ; Tai the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
In the afternoon,
In
Saco,
10th
inst.
Mr.
Philemon
M.
Haines,
lors
’
Trimmings
;
Tickings
;
Striped
Shirt

more deserving of regard is he who for party
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
had been
referred to Miss Jane Parcher.
.
1
J \ the committee to
iv whom
vvuvui uiiu
ueeu reierrea
ing ; Russia Diaper ; Sailors’ Frocks ; Facto
«Jed exaggerates lhecircumstances attending the votes fo). State offi
, (h|)t the
In Limington, Mr. John P. Banks of Saco, to ry Warp, Nos. from 7 to 20 ; Taylors’ Thread ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
be holden at Saco, in said county, on the first
the death of a political ft,end and endeavors . w|,o|e ticketj hea(le(]
gamue| w R.
Miss Abigail G. Hodgdon of Limerick.
of all numbers ; Metalic Spool do ; Black, Monday in June next, at ten of the clock in
thereby to create indignant feehngs in the , Goverl)o,. was electe(]( whera )0|)
Qov_
White, Slate, Grey, Blue, Mixed and Scarlet the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Worsted ; Blk. and Colored Silks for dres have, why the prayer of said petition should
SHIP NEWS,
pubhc nniid agamst Ins political opponents. e,.nol. Lt Govenl
Secretary, Attorney
ses ; Furniture Patch ; Bleached Linen ; Birds’ not be granted.
whilp
. —
_ _
_
J
while hft
he ran
can dismiss na vnstiv
vastly mnrp.
more Atrnr.innQ
atrocious (
KENNEBUNK. )[AY I6, 1840.
Genera], Treasurer, and Senators elect ap
eye Diaper ; Linen Lawn ; Bro. Linen ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
outrage upon a political opponent, without
White Damask Table Covers ; Col’d do. ;
peared and took the oaths of office. The whig
ARRIVED.
A true copy,—Attest,
an expression of regret, perhaps with a
Brown
Linen
do.
;
Rubber
Braces
;
Blk.
and
May
12
—
Brig
Overmann,
Davis,
Ponce,
20th
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
majority, in the vote for Governor, was 1311.
ult. Sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
Col’d Kid Gloves; Blk., White and Col’d Pic
laugh ? It is well enough sometimes to
Mqy 9.
Nicdo. ; Pearl Shirt Buttons; Hooks and
M EMORANDA.
compare the practice of the self-styled lovers
“ An Address delivered at the Dedication of
• At Havana, 18th ult. ship York, Morrill. Eyes ; Red Pongee Hdiks. ; Choppas ; Cott.
Wotice to Trespassers»
of the People and “ exclusive Democracy” Academy Hall, Eliot, Me. March 18, 1840. Cowes, soon ; barque Gen. Scott, Cunningham,
Flag do. ; Blk. Italian Cravats ; Gingham do. ;
with their professions.
By Israel Kimball.” We have been fa do. do. ; brigs Lima, Nason, do. do.; Elizabeth, Linen Cambric Hdkfs. ; Marshall’s Linen
OTICE is hereby given that any person
Gillpatrick, Stettin, do.
Thread ; Col’d and White Cambric ; Bishops’
or persons who shall be known to
Van Buren National,Convention.—A vored with a copy of this address, published
spoken.
Lawn ; Imitation Linen Cambric ; Swiss
tread down the grass, cut small trees for
Convention of Delegates friendly to the pres by request of the Proprietors of Eli pt Acade
7th inst. lat. 41, Ion. 68 20, brig Eveline,
Mull Muslin ; Tambore Cotton; Green Bar poles, &c. or throw down the fences, on the
ent National Administration met in Balti my. The author advocates sound principles Gould, hence, for Ponce.
rage; White and Col’d Knitting Cotton; Blk. Land of the subscriber, will certainly be pros
more on Tuesday, 5th inst. Twenty-one —principles which need to be, more freSatin ; Silk and Cotton Velvets ; Blk. and ecuted.
J. K. REMICH.
ffTVCTIOÑ.
Col’d Worsted Hose ; Col’d Wadding ; Bat
Kennebunk, May 6, 1840.
States were represented, although the delega quently than they are, the subject of reflecting ; Merino, Edinboro’, Cashmere and
tions from the largest part of them <vere tion and discussion, and which, wherever
SEEDS.
This Day, at One o'clock, Highland Plaid Shawls ; Dirnoty ; Cott.
composed exclusively of Members of Con practically embraced, cannot fail to render
shall sell at the house where I now live, Fringe ; Warren’s best drill’d eyed Needles ;
gress. The Convention was called to order men better and happier.
the remainder of my Household Furni Unbleached Linen for Jackets ; Col’d SiliD. REMICH
by Mr. Senator Grundy, and was organized
ture, consisting of Dining, Pembroke, Workcias ; Fig’d Scotch Gingham ; Linen and
AS just received from the Seed Stores
S
mall
P
ox
.
—
Three
cases
of
this
loathsome
Cott.
Tapes
;
Bed
Lace
;
Fancy
Hdkfs.
;
Blk.
and Card Tables ; Looking Glasses ; Bed and
by the appointment of the customary officers.
connected with the Yankee Farmer
Silk Lace ; Bobinet do. ; Quillings ; Patent
Gov. Carroll of Tennessee presided. After disease have occurred in York village. One Bedsteads ; Cotton and Straw Carpets ; Din Pins ; White and Col’d Flannels ; Red
office and the New England Farmer office in
ing
Set,
&c.
;
1
Superior
Brittania
Tea
Set
;
Boston, a large assortment of GARDEN
the organization several large Committees has terminated fatally and two still exist.
Chairs ; 1 superior Time-piece ; Cooking Serge ; Stock Frames ; Steel Scissors ; Sta SEEDS, which will be sold, at wholesale or
tionery.
were appointed, and several speeches were
Stove
;
Radiator
;
Greenhouse
Plants
;
Book
(J^’Rev. Dr. Channing has resigned his
retail, at Boston prices.
“ ^StOOEHlES. ^c.
made by Mr. Grundy and others.—The num office as Pastor of the Federal Street Church, Case and Books ; a lot of Kitchen Furniture,
Kennebunk, April 17, 1840.
Molasses
;
Coffee
;
■
Rice
;
Tea
;
Cheese
;
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
ber of delegates present was 248. South Boston. He wishes to continue his connec &c. &c.
Havana,
Brown
and
White
Sugars
;
Beet
Re

Kennebunk, May 16, 1840.
Carolina, Illinois, Delaware and Virginia tion with the society, but desires that the sal
fined do. ; Fine Salt ; Tobacco ; Ginger;Spi
he boston type & stereo
were not represented.
JVE W FASHION®.
ces ; Chocolate ; Prepared Cocoa ; Mustard j
ary which he has hitherto received may be
type FOUNDRY is removed to Mi
Clear Pork ; Saleratus ; Soda Soap ; Shaving
On Wednesday, Martin Van Buren was added to that of his colleague, Rev. E, S.
not’s new building, at the corner of Devon
WHITTEN would inform his custom- do. ; Partridge’s Oil Blacking ; Sweet Oil ; shire street and Spring Lane—Entrance in
unanimously nominated for re-election. Gannett.
• ers and the public that he has received Castor Oil ; Cayenne ; Pepper ; Camphor ; Spring Lane.
The Convention could not agree upon a can
Pepper Sauce ; Indigo ; Copperas ; Ground
the
The patrons of this Foundry are respect
(t/^Mr. Secretary Forsyth has publicly
didate for the Vice Presidency, and voted not
Fustic ; Red Wood and Log Wood ; Alum ; fully informed, that by this removal the pro
JVew
IPork
Reporf
of
EashucuiHiuu ^uy
oemg
Herds Grass, Red Top and Clover Seed ; prietors have secured the best accommoda
to make a nomination.
Col. Johnson’s 1 defined
(by a vara
Card m
in tne
the Vrionej
Globe) being
ionss for the Spring and Cast Steel and Iron Shovels and Hoes ; Ma tions and facilities for the manufacture of
claims were urged very hard by his friends. | considered a candidate for the Vice Presi 
I
_______
n/i.. o 1____ »
•
.
i
1
nure Forks ; Corn Brooms ; Sheet Lead ; Cut Types and Stereotype Plates. The location
Summer of 1840 ;
lt was expected by many of the party that | deucy. Mr. F. has been nominated by sevand Wrought Nails ; a good assortment of
the Colonel would decline a re-nomination, era! States.—Col. Johnson has been nominat- that he is now prepared to cut garments in Crockery, Glass and Hard Ware ; Paper is central and convenient for the trade, and
every exertion will be made to retain the ex
the most fashionable style, or with variations
but he did no such thing. Mr. Forsyth and ed for re-election by a Van Buren State ConHangings ; Pure Sperm Oil ; Sea Elephant tensive patronage hitherto afforded the above
to suit customers.
do. ; Winter Whale do.
Mr. Polk found strong advocates in the Con- vention, for Maryland, held last week in Bab
Foundry,
S, W. has been thoroughly instructed in
Orders addressed to J. G. ROGERS,
vention.
timore.
the most approved system of cutting^ and
Extra and No. 1 White Lead ; Red Lead ;
The result of the deliberations of this body
having had considerable experience he feels Venitian Red ; French Yellow ; Verdigris ; Agent for the Company, will be faithfully at
must be any thing but gratifying to the party?
ff/^The Brunswick (Geo.) Advocate, si confident that he can give entire satisfaction Emerald Green ; Chrome do. ; Paris do., 1st tended to.
March 19.
No better evidence coLid be required that wel1 conducted paper, published by Mr. to all who may favor him with their patron and 2d quality ; Chrome Yellow ; Terre-Deage. Call and try. All garments made by Sienna ; Litharge ; Whiting ; Linseed Oil,
Wrapping l*aper,
the wonted harmony between the leaders no Charles Davis,—formerly publisher of the
him are warranted to fit. Cutting done at Boiled and Raw ; Spts. Turp. ; Japan and
FEW Reams Wrapping Paper for sale
longer exists, and that they consider the pros-1 Recorder at Limington, in this County,—has short notice.
Copal Varnish ; Paint Brushes, &c. &c.
by
D. REMICH.
pect before them dark and discouraging.
| been discontinued.
Kennebunk, May 16,1840.
Kennebunk-port, May 2,1840.
Kennebunk, Feb. 20,1840.
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^|JBRANDRETWS PILLS,’

STATE OF MAINE.

; of legislative action upon this subject, express' ly declared that their object was not to encour
age intermarriages, but to prevent illegal co
many hundred certified cases w
In Senate, March 18, 1840.
proved
by
the
experience
of
thousands
to
[Fro:« the United States Gazette.]
have been made public, and in almost every be,7 when Jproperly
habitation.
Inasmuch,
therefore,
as , neither
with,7 ~
a certain
i
J rpersevered
—....
Ji n&
uEAJ
, i vumunuuu
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pidvtiy,
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.
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~
T
he tfUiui
Joint
Select
Committee
on
Slavery,
THE TREE OF LIFE.
species of disease to which the human- frame cure in every form of the Only One Disease, to w bieh was referred the petition of Robert H‘ee desired ibis amalgamation, a majority of
«ill kA.,‘,Mrt. fhft
«1 « *, i
n Vt d
inVflrinl» tr
’
- ..
VMMI« nnHH'niflOO U 1'0 1 1 < »t rv T
Tr<
is liable, the happy effects of MOFFAT’S an having U>6 same or;gn>, and invariably arise R[„n
anJ 01Jle
a|1(| tweuty:five Olher your committee are not of opinion that it is
BY WM. R. MORRIS.
LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX BITTERS from the UMVE^
eomaining life*names of one of importance that the laws should be chang
have been gratefully and publicly acknowl
ed.
It hung not o’er the secret floods,
tion of the BLOOD
j thousand nine hundred and ninety-seven pe-,
edged. The public cannot, therefore, be top
The third class of petitions pray for the
In a period of little more than three years in ' lilioners, praying for the passage of a law se- 1
That feed the ancient wave of Nile,
often reminded that they recommend them ' the United States, thev have restored to a state of curing to every human being m this State a passage of resolutions with a view to direct
It waved not in the mystic woods
Where Druids heap’d their blood stained pile ; selves in diseases of almost every description. health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED trial by Jury in all cases where his or her the action of Congress upon the subject of
THE LIFE MEDICINES have been thor THOUSAND persons, who were given over as liberty is in question ; also the petition of slavery, and in opposition to it, so far as Con
It towered not in the dusky shapes
Of old Dodona’s classic grove,
oughly tested, and pronounced a sovereign incurable by physicians of the first rank and j Wm. A. Crocker and others, and thirteen gress has the constitutional power. It is pre
It sprang not ’mid Castalian glades,
remedy*for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, Palpita 1 standing, and in many cases when every other (' other petitions containing the names of six sumed that the petitioners desire the passage
Where Nymph, and Faun, and Satyr rove—
tion of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, Heart ' remedy had been resorted to in vain,
(hundred and sixty-nine petitioners, praying of these resolutions, because they would be
'That stately tree ! say whence it spread !
burn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill-temper, j In all cases of Fain or Weakness, whether it for the repeal of all laws in this State which understood to be the expression not merely
’Twas from an infant’s cradled bed.
Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, Costive- I be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or make any distinction among its inhabitants ot the opinions of the individual members of
ness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all kinds,' pain in the side, whether it arise from constituon account of color ; also the petition of Seth ! the Legislature, but as the embodied expres
It sprang, it spread—o’er all the earth,
Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all kinds, tional or from some immediate cause, whether
sion of the people of the State. But your com
Its leaves their fresh’ning shadows cast,
Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Consumption,; b be from internal or external injury, it will be May and others, and twelve other petitions, | mittee are not of the opinion that it is desired
containing the names of eleven hundred and j
And thoughts of love and peace had birth
Seorbutici
cu
^
b
y
persevering
in
the
use
of
these
Pills.
Scurvey, Ulcers, Inveterate’ Sores, F
”
by a majority of the people of this State, that
Where’er its fragrance blessed the blast.
1 his great principle of “ PURGING
in fifty-two petitioners, praying that the Legis- I
Eruptions ami Bad Complexions, Eruptive ' . .
• « j
The robber left his helpless prey,
appreciated.
It is lature will pass resolutions declaring that I Congress, at the present time, and under pres
1 • , 01.
,
1
! sickness is beginning to be appreciated,
complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and other disa- . found much more convenient
s
• . to
. take
. .
While o’er his head its branches played,
an occa Congress has the right to abolish Slavery in ent circumstances, should adopt the measures
greeable Complexions. Salt Rheum, Erysipe-I sional
'.'“‘■'I".dose of halfa dozen Fills, and be always
The war dogs hushed their hungry bay,
the District of Columbia, and in the territories, proposed. A majority of your committee do
And crouched, and slept beneath its shade.
las, Common Colds and Jiffluenza, and vari- '
11; thiin to send for a Doctor and be bled, and to prohibit the slave trade between the not think such measures advisable, at the
nu« other
nthor complaints
p.iunnlniiHS which
whii*h afflict
«fflir.t thp
:„*
otis
the hnmfin
human i li
blistered,
andj salivated—with the certainty that
That soothing tree ! say whence it spread
present lime.
States, and ought immediately to exercise
’Twas from an infant’s cradled bed.
frame. In Fever and Ague, particularly, | if you are not killed, you. will be sure to have
It is well known, that at the South there is
these powers, and to instruct our Delegation
the Life Medicines have been most eminently months of miserable weakness, and the only one
a highly excited and strong feeling of opposi
in
Congress
to
vote
for
the
passage
of
laws
Here, from the noontide’s sultry beam,
Look al the
successful ; so much so that in the Fever and who is benefitted is your Doctor.
tion to the movements of abolitionists at the
The weary pilgrim seeks repose,
Physicians almost universally difference between the appearance of those twob for these purposes ; and that this Legislature North, and that this feeling is not confined to
would
protest
against
the
admission
of
any
And finds, in hopes that round him gleam,
persons-—one has been treated by your regular
prescribe them.
the hard hearted and despotic, but is the
A balm for all his journey’s woes.
’
I practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he new slave State or the annexation of Texas ; sentiment of the good and philanthropic
Al!
that
Mr.
Moffat
requires
of
his
patients
|
The widow seeks her husband here,
i is, see how the shadow of death throws his and instruct our delegation to oppose any
They
is to be particular in taking the Life Medi solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, such admission or annexation, have had these friends of the slave among them.
And, smiling,’says her griefs are o’er ;
cines strictly according to the directions. It see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes several subjects under consideration, and they are full in the belief, that the course pursued
The orphan wipes the falling tear,
He sees his father’s face once more.
is not by a newspaper notice, or by anything sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution, were publicly discussed in presence of your here has a tendency to retard emancipation,
That healing tree ! say whence it spread
he himself may say in their favor, that he perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how committee, with great eloquence and power, and that so long as these measures are pur
’Twas from an infant’s cradled bed.
Fie by two agents of the Anti-slavery,/"
hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the results the Doctor arrogate to himself credit.
Society of sued, they can do nothing to advance the
says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com Maine, and by other gentlemen, and your caus^ among themselves, and they are com
of a fair trial.
Here lays the brave, his banner-Jidown,
plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
pelled to unite with those who are opposed
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL; de dies saved him.”
And hides in dust his gory sword,
Energetic measures ! i. e. committee ask leave to report :
to emancipation, to resist the efforts of north
signed as a domestic guide to health.—This Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
The subjects presented for the consi dera- ern abolitionists. A majority of your com
And ashes o’er the despot’s crown,
little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375 better say.—So to save life you must half poison tion of the Legislature by these various peti
And -penitential tears, are poured.
Broadway, New-York, has been published with that comforter of the teeth and gums— tions, in the view of your committee are but mittee are of opinion, that it is too much to
Here may the starving beggar stay,
For here are bread, and wine, and room,
for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr. MERCURY—and positively make a man mis the varied aspects of one very important and hope for the success of any measure, which
And rich and snow white robes assume.
Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is highly interesting subject, which deserves does not receive the sanction and co-operalion of southern philanthropists. It slavery is
That bounteous tree 1 say whence it spread !
highly interesting to persons seeking health. called curing. Shocking folly !
and receives the attention of very many of
’Twas from an infant’s cradled bed.
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the our most excellent, warm hearted, devoted ever abolished it must be by the free action
It treats upon prevalent diseases, and the
causes thereof. Price, 2.5 cents — for sale by man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver philanthropists. Among those who are clear of the slave Slates themselves ; and not by any
That wondrous tree ! its shades I’ll seek !
compulsory process from abroad. They are
Complaint—he has the firm,.elastic tread of
Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
The heat beats fiercely on my brow,
conscious strength, his countenance is clear ly entitled to this appellation, there have ex fully aware of this, and every effort to com
(jj^’TIiese valuable Medicines are for sale and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with isted, and still exist, differences of opinion, pel them to emancipate, is received much
My pulsé is faint, my limbs are weak,
I long to gain, its shelter now.
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
the feeling of new life and animation ;■ he has which have sometimes proceeded so far, as to with the same spirit with which they would
O’er many a fiery mile I’ve passed,
been confined a few days to his bed, but.he us produce an alienation of feeling, among those, receive an attempt to compel them to be tem
April 8,1840.
For well with sin my nerves were strung.
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and whose hearts are alike .warmed with a holy perate, to observe the Sabbath, or to be
But now—oh let my strength but last,
soon rose without any injury being sustained love for all their brethren of the human race,
Till I can stand that band among
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in and a desire to do good to all men whatever religious. We fully believe that there are
many warm hearted Christians in the south
Who bless the tree that sprung and spread
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has be their color or condition.
ern States, who stand ready to exert their ef
From a poor infant’s cradled bed J
entirely recovered the attack : because his
The condition of the colored population of
rjpHIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands blood and fluids have become purified, and hav our country is well calculated to awaken our forts and influence in behalf of any measures
which in their opinion will promote emanci
unrivalled for the following complaints, ing purged away the old and impure fluid,s, the
“ One Fire More.”—The following anec X
sympathies and our united efforts for their
dote was related by Mr. Corwin, of Ohio, at viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne relief We may differ as to the feasibility of pation. Your committee are of opinion, that
the Harrisburg Convention.—Let the friends er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos down by useless particles, but has renewed his any particular plan, or as to the best and, situated in the midst of the evil, and knowing
the feelings of tHe slave holders, and the most
of Reform read it, and let “ one fire more” be tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by life and body both.
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s most efficient mode of improving their con effectual means of operating upon them, their
their battle-cry in their great conflict for Har cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de dition, or extending them relief; but it is bad
rison and Liberty.—New York Express.
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and policy for those whose hearts are devoted to opinions as to the most effectual mode of do-i
I remember, sir, when a boy, to have list and Coughs, of long standing, Hoarseness, corrupt humors of the bloeSf; those humors the same good work to expend that strength ing good are entitled to consideration—that our
..... with strong interest to the narrative of shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. which cause disease—they impede the func in contending with each other, which might only hope of abolishing slavery is to act in
ened
one who
had been
at HJV
battle V»1
of the
tions of the liver when they settle upon that be made to bear with powerful effect, to ac concert, will) them, securing their co-opera
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/kdis- muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the ly desire. Your committee are of opinion been pressed upon the attention of Congress
quished the Indian forces in the North West, I( have been known to cure this afflicting dis
and gave peace to a widely extended frontier ease
having baffled every exertion for nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro that mutual candor and forbearance between for a few years past, has had a strong tenden
settlement. 'The old soldier said that whilst fonr years.—It has a most powerful influence, duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos the two great divisions of the friends of the cy to keep alive the opposition of southerners,
the battle was raging hottest, many in that (in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves colored race, would tend much to promote and to close their hearts against every argu
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
wing of the army where he was, were begin- ■ ant t0 take, and so easy in its operation that of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and the very important objects which they both ment and motive, and moral influence, which
might otherwise be brought to bear upon them
ning to falter and think of a retreat.
Just at J’1 n,aY
administered to the infant with all who behold them.
so ardently desire.
in favor of emancipation. Whilst therefore,
the moment when this feeling began to be safety.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
One class of the petitions propose the pas your committee are unanimous in the opinion
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
prevalent, a young lieutenant, who was
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
sage of a law to secure to every human being that slavery is a political and moral evil, and
DANIEL REMICH.
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
known as the confidential aid of old Mad An
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it in this Slate, a trial by jury in all cases where a curse to the country, and that no suitable
thony, galloped up to the line and called to
I
the
lowest wholesale prices.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming his or her liberty is in question. The object effort should be spared to remove it, yet as
the men, with a voice that was heard above
of the petitioners is to secure a trial by jury, the measures proposed, do not meet the ap
Kennebunk, April 6, 1840.
known, and more and more appreciated.
the roar of battle, “ Onward ! my brave fel
The cure by purging may more depend up to those persons who may be claimed in this probation of southern philanthropists, a ma
lows ! the enemy is flying, one fire more and
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity State as runaway slaves. The constitution jority of your committee are of opinion that
the day is ours.” Sir, that lieutenant was
than may be generally imagined. Whatever of the United States, provides that no person it is not advisable for the Legislature at this
Wm. H. Harrison, now the bearer of that glo
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because held to service or labor in one State under time to memorialize Congress upon the sub
rious banner under which we wage war
it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall ject, and that legislation upon the several sub
against usurping power, crafty speculation
of constant exercise is seen.
in consequence of any law or regulation jects referred to them, is inexpedient.
and blind hostility to the good old maxims of
Whtsn constant exercise cannot be used therein, be discharged from such service or
Ail of which is respectfully submitted.
FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
our fathers. There are foes, there are our
PHILIP EASTMAN, Chairman.
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. labor ; but shall be delivered up on claim of
country’s foes ; let me exhort you in the lan
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain the party to whom such service or labor may
guage of the young lieutenant,—“ One fire
In Senate, March 18, 1840.
of life, are kept free from those impurities be due. In accordance with this provision
more, and the day is ours.”
which would prevent its steady current minis of the Constitution, the Act of Congress of
Read and accepted, and Ordered, That
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre February 12, 1793, provides, that when any the same he printed, (under the direction of
THE ELECTION FUND FOR 1840.
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na person held to labor in one State, shall escape the Secretary oi State) in all the newspapers
Messrs. Editors,—I was somewhat startled
ife and effectual, economical ture which is thus assisted through the means into any other State, the person to whom that publish the Laws of the State.
a day or two since, on hearing a person who
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu and outlets which she has provided for herself.
such labor or service may beedue, or his
Sent down for concmrence.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York agent, may arrest such fugitive, and lake him
had been in the confidence of the Van Buren man Constitution that has ever been discov
WILLIAM TRAFTON, Sec’ry.
are
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BROADWAY,
185
Hudson
st.
and
276
party, and “ knew every rope in the ship,”state ered.
before any Magistrate, ami upon proof satis
House of Representatives, ?
between Prince and Houston sts.
that the electioneering fund for the year 1840
These Pills are composed entirely of mate Bowery,
factory to such Magistrate, that the person so
March 18, 1840. 5
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
was already secured to the amount of SEV rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
arrested, doth owe service or labor to the
Read and concurred,
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
EN HUNDRED AND TWENTY FIVE ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
claimant, such Magistrate shall give a certifi
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
ELBRIDGE GERRY, Clerk.
THOUSAND DOLLARS. On asking bow or any mineral substance.
cate thereof, which shall be a sufficient war
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex
this amount was raised, he informed me that
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
rant for the removal of sited fugitive to the
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
this was the amount raised by the Treasurer perimenting with different vegetable medi
State from which he or she fled. A trial bv
OR sale, by the subscribers, about two
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
for the taking of the census. This, added he, cines, for the diseases of the liver ; and now
jury is not here provided ; and your commit
hundred Fmtocks, and forty Floor and
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
is an electioneering fund, that will reach eve offers his Universal Pills as best, the most
tee are aware that by this process, a freeman,
Rising Timbers, suitable fora §hip from four
New
Orleans,
3
Old
Levee.
ry town and every dwelling in the Union — convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
upon slight evidence, may l>e taken by force to seven hundred tons.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
for it is very easy when a party is reckoning ed for general use ; and in offering them to
and hurried into hopeless slavery. But your
Also, a lot of long white oak Plank, 3£
Montreal,
63
Notre
Dame.
the people numerically to number them polit the public he is actuated more by benevolent
How to be secure from Counterfeit Fills committee are not aware that a better or more inches thick. Several sticks of large South
ically. I thought there was much truth in than pecuniary motives, as the price of the purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
efficient remedy can be provided than the ern white oak timber, suitable for keel, stern
his declaration, and I call upon the Whigs medicine will show.
Never purchase without being positively sure writ for replevying a person, which can read post, transom. &c &c.
They are mild and pleasant in their opera that the person- selling has an Engraved cer ily be procured on application to an attorney,
not to slumber at their posts, or to believe
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
that they can carry the election except by tion, and convey almost immediate convic tificate of Agency, and {^observe it has been and the trial on this process is- before a jury
Kennebunk, March 13, 1840.
tion
of
their
utility
from
the
first
dose.
They
great personal efforts, and untiring individual
renewed ; no Certificate being any guaiantee of the Country. The object desired by the
zeal. If the people will do their duty, the can be taken with safety by persons of age ; after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the petitioners is thus substantially secured ; and
whole patronage of the government, and the and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the h-older are genuine.
your committee are not aware that any more
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied ready or effectual security can be provided
whole influence of the census fund cannot delicate, are strengthened by their operation,
E the subscribers, having been appoint
prevent the triumph of Whig principles.
because they clear the system oi humors, by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling consistently with the Constitution of the Ued Commissioners, by the Honorable
quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness, Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my nited Stales, and the rights which that instru
Portland Advertiser.
William A. Hayes, Judge of the Court of
Principal New England Office,
from whatever source, and invariably produce
ment guarantees to the slaveholder.
Probate, for the county of York, to receive
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
A Great Popular Movement.—A letter from sound sleep.
Another class of petitions propose a re and examine the claims of the several credi
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
Frederick, Md. to the Editor of the National
peal of all laws of this Stale which make any tors to the estate of
dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head
Intelligencer, says :
distinction among its inhabitants on account
AMOS GRAN'DIjV,
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
“ I have but time to say a word or two ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, of color. The militia law of the United States late of North-Berwick, in said county of
stomach,
heartburn
and
bilious
complaints,
about the great Harrison and Tyler meet
provides that every free, able-bodied, white York, yeoman, deceased, represented in
and Seleucus Adams ;
ing held yesterday in Frederick city. There fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com
male citizen between certain ages, shall be li solvent, do hereby give notice that six months
Lyman, William Huntress;
were about 10,000 persons assembled.
The mencement will invariably check their pro
able to military duty. The militia law of from the 6th day of April inst. are allowed to
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
procession was at least a mile long, four gress, and save the patient from a protracted
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ; this State provides that no other able-bodied said creditors to bring in their claims and prove
abreast. Flags, banners, log cabins, bands of and dangerous sickness. They are invalua
white male citizen shall be exempted from their debts.—And that we shall attend that
Lebanon, Lib bey & Wood ;
ble
in
nervous
and
hypocondriacal
affections,
music, and smiling women cheered the day.
military duty, except such as are excepted in service al the dwelling-house of Isaac Brack
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson;
loss
of
appetite
and-all
complaints
to
which
Colonel Cole was chief marshal ; and never
said Act. Your committee are not aware ett, in said North-Berwick, on the last Mon
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
have 1 witnessed such ’ perfect order and females alone are subject. They operate as
that this exemption from military duty is a days of May and June and the last Monday
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
good feeling as existed throughout the whole a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and
reproach or a disgrace to the colored man. of Septetnber next, from one to five o’clock
Weils, Joseph Wilson ;
certain remedy for worms in children.
time.”
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John IL The Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court, in the afternoon on each of said days.
I might publish a volume of certificates
ministers of the gospel, Quakers and Shakers, Dated at North-Berwick, aforesaid, this 29th
Spear ;
Things in Tennessee.— Bedford county, but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- persons who have held commissions and
day of April, 1840.
will recommend itself to all who will make
Tennessee, last August gave Col. Polk a ma
been honorably discharged, and all persons
man.;
ISAAC BRACKETT, > CommisJOHN KINGLEY.
jority of 500 votes. At the recent election trial of it.
above the age of forty-five years, are likewise
York, Alexander Dennett;
DAVID PRAY,
y sioners..
These
Pills
are
put
up
in
neat
boxes
of
for county officers, which turned upon party
exempted. The exemption has been con
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
May 9, 1840.
two
sizes,
the
large
size
contains
60
pills,
the
politics, the Whigs triumphed. The Shelby
sidered a favor or an honor in those cases,
Buxton, «C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
ville Loco Foco paper, in announcing the price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
and we are not aware that it is otherwise con
Buxton Corner. Nathan Eiden ;
NOTICE.
result of the election, says : “ It has resulted pills, price- 25 cents.
sidered in the case of our colored men. or
Limerick, John Sanborn
HE subscriber having contracted with
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
in a most disgraceful defeat of the Republi
I
that
it
is
for
their
good
to
be
compelled
to
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer
the town of Kennebunk, to support
can party, and the most signal triumph of our the above pills in the United States—of P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. AJams,
perform military duty.
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
whom
they
may
be
had
in
any
quantities,
at
Federal Whig opponents. We are beaten—
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
The only other case of distinction in our gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
badly beaten—and it is perfect stuff' to say No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market. J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
law on account
is that
which pro---------------- ----- of color
------ --------- ------------pi
( tUl
Lirvtu,
IlLiOUJ
IU1UIUS forbids
till JJUi-all pervision
for them,
and hereby
Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale
otherwise.”
Cornish, John McLellan ;
vides that “ all marriages between any white ' sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
To this we may add that a very distin of these Pills in Kennebunk.
Limington, James McArthur;
person and any negro, indian, or mulatto, ( of said town on his account or on account of
Aug. 24, 1839.
eoply
guished gentleman of Williamson county
Waterborough, James Leavett ;
shall be absolutely void.” The petitioners (the town, as he will pay no bill for their
pledges himself that his own and the two ad
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
regard this law as intended to degrade the (support.
JESSE TAYLOR,
joining counties, Williamson, Jackson, and
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
colored race ; but a majority of your commit- ( Kennebunk, May 1, 1840.
Bedford, will give a heavier majority for Har
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
tee are unable to perceive, that it imposes - -------- --------- - ------------ - ---------------------------ILDRETH’S Life of Harrison, with a
rison than the whole State of Tennessee gave
Acton, Win. Evans.
any restriction upon them which it does not (
«lUld. Sig’ll IP&illtillg*»
-X Portrait—126 pages, 18 mo.
for Gov. Polk at the last August election.
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
equally impose upon the whites, or that it
Cushing’s Life of Harrison, 72 pages, large
ANIEL GLASIER, having taken theLouisville Journal, April 8.
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Broadway,
N.
Y.
necessarily implies their inferiority. We are
18 mo. including Judge Burnett’s speech- and
Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would
May, 1839.
of opinion that nothing more is intended to;
a Portrait.
inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi
The Latest Humbug.—The editor of the Obe
implied
than
that
such
intermarriages
are
For sale by the hundred, dozen or single
cinity, that lie will attend to all kinds of
hio Statesman publishes certificates of Loco copy, at the lowest prices.
not in good taste. The very able and elo-!
Writing‘ Fluid.
Associations,
Focos in various parts of the State to prove Committees or Individuals purchasing, fort
CARRIAGE, SIGN & ORNAMEN
"(OELT’S Black Writing Fluid., which flows | quent colored brother who advocated the re- ,
that they are Loco Focos still. So many distribution will be furnished with any quan X
TAL PAINTING.
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing I peal of these laws before your committee de- j
changes are going on, that the Simon Pures tity wanted at short notice. Orders solicited.
their durability without their corrosive prop- i. dared*that so far as his knowledge extended, I N. B. All work done by him will be war
have to mark over their collars and send
the colored people were averse to intermar ranted to stand.
D. REMICH.
erties. For sale by
D. REMICH.
diem to the State Printer to be recorded.
Kennebunk, March 6, 1840.
March 12, 1840.
1 riage with the whites, and all those in favor
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840.
3m,
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